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A waste ac id s tream is bei ng produced by a loca l petroc he mica l company (SASOL) at a rate of 10 
000 -12 000 tOilS per annum and contains approximately 44-mole % buty ri c acid, 20 % isobuty ri c 
ac id and 10 % va leric acid. Whilst thi s stream is cu rrcmly being inc inerated. SASOL has requested 
an investi gati on into the possibility of separating and purifying butyric acid and isobutyric acid 
from thi s waste acid stream . 
The goa l of th is projec t was to determine a separation and purificati on route fo r butyri c acid and 
isobu tyri c acid from SASOL'S waste acid stream. In order to achieve this, vacu um di still ation and 
freeze crystalli zat ion were c hosen fo r the recovery and purifi cati o n of the ac ids respecti vely. 
Vapour- liquid equilibrium data for key component pairs present in the waste ac id stream (propion ic 
acid + butyric acid. isobutyric acid + butyric acid. butyric acid + isovaleric acid and butyric acid + 
hexano ic ac id ) were experimentall y de termined in a dynamic VLE still. The measured VLE data 
was successfu ll y correlated us ing the gamma-phi approach. w ith the NRTL activity coefficient 
mode l representing the liquid phase and the viri al equation of state desc ribing the vapour phase. 
Us ing these equations. the VLE data obtained from the experimental work was then regressed to 
provide interaction coefficients for the NRTL model. which were then used in the Hysys process 
s imulator to exp lore a range of design alte rnati ves for distill ati on. 
Hysys simulat ions showed that greater than 80 % butyric ac id and isobut yri c acid can be recovered 
fro m the waste ac id stream in a s ingle di stillation column containing 18 theoretical stages and an 
optimum reflu x rat io of 3.8. The simulation was performed at a pressure of 58kPa and a ma ximum 
operating tempe rature o f 150°C. 
Batch distillation experiments performed in a batch rectification column at 250kPa recovered more 
than 90 lj'c- of both the buty ri c acid and isobutyric acid from a 450ml sample of the waste ac id 
st ream. A subsequent batch expe riment concent rated the recovered acids into a disti ll ate containing 
more than 95 % buty ri c acid and isobutyric ac id combined. 
To investi gate freeze crystallization as a sui tabl e ope ration fo r purifying butyric acid and isobu tyric 
ac id a solid-liquid phase equilibrium curve for the system was generated us ing the Van Hoft 
equation . The generated curve showed that butyric acid and isobutyri c acid could be theoreticall y 
ABSTRACT 
purified (>98%) by operating two crystalli zers at _20°C and _55°C respecti vely. A s imple freeze 
crystalli zation experiment produced bu tyri c acid with greater than 94% purity . 
An economic feas ibility study conducted on the process showed that separation and purification o f 
the acids by this process (di stillation and c rystalli zation) could create a busi ness opponunity w ith 
reven ue o f approxi mately R47 mi ll ion per annum. Preliminary estimates fo r capital invest ment 
amounted to approximate ly R5.4 million . for which the payback peri od was est imated at less than 
one year . 
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The fa(.;l Ihm Ilalurally occurring processes are inherently IJlIXlIlg processes has been recognized 
over a hundred years. and has led 10 (he reverse procedure of " unmixing" o r separation processes 
becoming onc oflhe most challenging ca tegories of engineering problems (King [197IJ) , 
The application of separation processes III the chemical industry is becoming increasingly 
imponan1. This is especially so in Ila: chemical industry. where waste streams containing v.duable 
chemicals are produced during the product io n of high value products. For pollution contro l 
purposes recovery of the val uable products from waste st reams is becoming increasingly favored 
over incineration of the waste streams because of the expense of the added fuel required for 
incinemtion. 
A local petrochemical company. SASOL (South African Coal & Oil Limited) is currently producing 
a waste acid Slrealll. which is fonned during Ihe production of high value petroleum products . This 
strcmll. (emanating from SASOL Solvents' acid recovery plant. is produced at a rale of 
10000-12000 Ions per annum and contains approximately 44% butyric acid. 20% isobutyric acid 
and 10"0 vC:llcric acid on a molar basis. Whilst the stream is presently being incinerated. SASOL has 
requested an investigation into the possibility of separating and purifying the acids. This will in tum 
benefit SASOL by: 
,.- Adding va lue to this waste stream 
,.- Freeing up capacity in the existing acid recovery incinerator 
,.. Reducing the company's env ironmental emissions 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
The above mentioned acids have n:any uses either directly (c.g. butyric ac id in plastics) or 
indirectly for the intennediate uses of their numerous derivatives (e.g. butyl acetate in perfumes). 
Currently butyric acid, isobutyric acid and valeric acid are being globally traded at R9.80 per kg, 
R 16,70 per kg and R I 1.29 per kg respectively (Bizzari et al [1999]). Based on these prices and 80% 
of extractable volumes from the waste acid stream, separation and puri fi cation of these acids could 
create a business opportunity with revenue of approximately R80 million per annum. Ilowcver. due 
to the small volume nature of the project, Sasol has earnmrked this project as potential for a small 
entrepreneurial busincss to process the stream, 
The investigation into the possibility of separating and purifying the acids was given to the 
University of Natal's School of Chemical Engineering and was undertaken as a research topic 
towards an MSc degree. T his project involved the follow ing objectives: 
;.. Perfonn an extensive literature survey on the components present in the waste acid stream and 
together with reviewing separation processes select a separation and purification route for the 
v<lluable acids. 
,.. Undertake an economic study of the selected separation and purification route, 
Most recovery processes begin with the collection of the valuable components from waste 
processing operations. Following collection, purification of the valuable components takes place. 
For this project distillation was selected for recovery of the valuable acids and crysta ll ization was 
chosen for purifying the acids. 
A Ilowsheeting program (Ny,\ys) was used to simulate the distillation process for the recovery of the 
valuab le acids from the waste acid stream. In sc reening distillation as a separation process for 
recovery orthe acids, vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data of the components present in the waste 
<lcid stream was required. This is because the most uncenainties in distillation applications 
gcnerally "rise from uncen ainties in the vapour-liquid equilibrium data. Due to the scarcity of 
experimental VLE data in liter<lture and the fai lure of the process simulator to correctly predict VLE 
data for the components present in the wastc acid stream, VLE daw for key component pairs present 
in the waste acid stream were measu red using a dynamic VLE still developed by Raal (Raal & 
M i.ihlbauer [1998», The measured data was then regressed to provide binary interac tion coefricients 
for correlating models, which was then used in the process simulator to accurately predict the VLE 
data and explore a range of design alternatives. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Afle r process s imulation showed that recovery of the acids IS possible. laboratory scale batch 
dist ill at ion tests were conducted on an actual sample of the waste acid stream to confirm that 
recovery of the valuab le acids is poss ible. 
For purification of buty ri c ac id and isobuty ric acid freeze crystallization was sc reened as a suitable 
operati on. This invo lved conducti ng s imple freeze crystallization laboratory test s to determine if the 
butyric acid and isobutyric acid could be separated from each other and thus purified. 
Finally. an economic slUdy of the selected separati on and purification route (distillation and 






The separation of a mixture into its constit uent c hemical species IS a non·spontaneo us process, 
wh ic h requires an ex pe nditure of e nergy. Muc h attention has been devOIed to unde rs tanding 
sl!paratio n processes including the c haracteri sti cs and selec tion of sepa rat ion processes. As the 
majo rit y of the waste ac id s tream con stitutes carboxy lic ac ids, the c hemistry of these ac ids is also 
rev iewed. 
2.1 Characteristics of separation processes 





Figure 2 -] : Simple representation of a separation process. 
Products 
The feed may consis t o f one s tream of matter, or of severa l streams. There must be at least Iwo 
produc t s treams, whic h are different in composition with respec t to one another. Separation occurs 
by the additio n of a separating agent, wh ic h can take the form o f anothe r s tream of matter, or of 
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e nergy. This in turn forces the different chemical components o f the feed into different spatia l 
locations. Separation operations can be divided into two broad categories: 
~ Separati on by phase addition or creation 
» Separation by barrier or fi e lds 
Table 2- 1 is a compilat ion of individual separation operations adopted from the five general 
separat ion techniques given by Seader & Henley I 1998]. Only sepa ration processes using liquid or 
vapour feed are considered in thi s projec t because of the nature o f the feed stream. A lthough Table 
2-1 may not include the latest technolog ies it does prov ide a range of alternat ives. 
To fo llow is a brief rev iew of each of these techn iques. The reader is referred to the excellent tex t of 
Seader & Henley 11998] for Cl detai led di scuss ion on each of the techniques and individual 
operat ions. 
2.1.1 Separation by phase addition or creation 
The mos t common industrial technique involves the separati on of a homogeneous s ingle-phase 
so lution (gas. liquid or solid) by the creation or addit ion of a second phase that is immiscible with 
the feed phase. This second phase can be created by an energy separati ng agent or a mass separating 
ugent. 
The energy -separating agent is in the fo rm of energy (heat. shaft work o r pressure reduction) . 
Examples of processes using energy separating agent s include distillation . evaporation and 
crys tallization. 
The mass sepanlting agent takes the form of a second phase like a solvent that select ively dissolves 
some of the components in th e feed. Examples include liquid- liqu id extraction, absorpt ion and 
st ri pping. 
The mass separating agent may also be complete ly miscible with the mixture but may selectively 
alte r spec ies vo lati lities resulting in greater separation between certain species when used in 
conjunct io n with an energy separat ing agent, as in extract ive distillation . 
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Table 2-1: Liquid Separation Processes 
Name Feed Phase Separating Agent Product Phases Principles of Separation Process 
a) Separation by Phase Addition or Creation 
1, Distillation LiquidlY apour Heat Liquid & Vapor Difference in volatilities 
2, Extractive Distillation LiquidlY apour Liquid Solvent and Heat Liquid & Vapor Mass separating Agent increases 
volatili~, 
l Liquid-liquid Extraction Liquid Immiscible Liquid Two Liquids Different Solubilities of different 
species in the two liquid phases. 
4. Crystallization Liquid Cooling Liquid & Solids Difference in freezing tendencies. 
5. Clathration *** Liquid Clathrating molecule Liquid & Solid Preferential participation in 
and cooling crystal stl11cture. 
6. Desublimation * Vapour Cooling Solid & Vapor Preferential Condensation 
7. Foam Fractionation *, *** Liquid Rising air bubble:; or Two liquids Tendency of surfactant molecules 
complexing surfactants to accumulate at gas-liquid interface 
and rise with air bubbles. 
I 
~. Reaction Distillation Liquid Heat + Reaction Liquid Difference in Volatilities 
Table 2·1 ".contlnued 
Name Feed Phase ISeparating Agent IProduct Phases Principles of Separation Process 
b) Separation Operations Ba~ed on a Solid Agent 
9, Ion Exchange ** Liquid Solid Resin Liquid + Solid Law of mass action applied to 
available anions and cations, 
ID, Adsorption ** Liquid Solid Adsorbent Fluid and Solid Difference in adsot~tion potentials 
11, Gel Filtration *, ** Liquid Solid Gel Gel phase + Liquid Difference in molecular size and 
hence abili~ to penetrate swollen 
, , gel matrix, 
12, Chromatography *, ** liquidlY apour Solid or liquid adso rbe nt Liquid + vapour Preferential adsorption and desorption 
of species 
c) Barrier Separations 
-
Il Osmosis ** Liquid Non-porous membr ane Two liquids Tendency to achieve unifonn osmotic 
pressure 
14, Ultrafiltration ** Liquid Membrane Two liquid phases Different penneabilities 
15, Dialysis ** Liquid Selective Membran e Liquids Different rates of diffusional transport 
through membrane, 
16, Liquid Membrane ** Liquid I Vapor Liquid membrane wit h Liquid I Vapor Different combined solubilities and 
pressure gradient diffusivities of species in membrane, -
Table 2·1 ... continued 
Name Feed Phase ISeparating Agent Product Phases Principles of Separation Process 
d) Separation Operations by Applied Field or Gradient 
17. Electrophoresis * Liquid Electric field Two liquids Different ionJc mobi1ities of co11oids 
18. Electrolysis *** Liquid Electrical Energy Liquids Different rates of discharge of ions at 
electrode. 
19. Electrodialysis *** Liquid Anionic and Cationic Liquids Tendency of anionic membranes 
Membranes + Elecctric to pass only anions etc. 
fields 
Notes 
* Small scale separation processes 
** Separation processes ti1at are generraly used to separate components present in dilute concentrations 
00 *** Separation processes that cannot be readily designed from a mathematical model and/or scaled up from laboratory data 
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Another form, which a mass separating agent may take, is that of a solid agent. Examples of 
processes using solids as mass separating agents are ion exchange and gel filtration. 
2.1.2 Separation by barriers or fields 
The separation ope rati ons discussed in the previous sec ti on involved the addition or cren ti on of 
another ph use by the addition of an energy separating agent or a mass sepanlling agent. Although 
these operations are more commonly applied in industrial app lications, alternatives to the energy-
intens ive or ma teri al-intensive operat ions have been developed. Methods of accomplishing these 
separations are based on the app li cntion of barriers or fields to cause different components to 
diffuse at different velocities. 
In barrie r sepn.rmion processes the separati ng agent takes the form of a barrier that rest ri cts or 
enhances the movement of ce rtain chemical components with respec t IQ others. These types of 
separati on processes are becoming increasing ly common in indust ry due to an inc rease in the need 
for environmental protection from harmful industrial emiss ions. However they are li mited 10 the 
removal of components present only in low concentrations. Examples of such processes include 
osmosis, ultrafiltration and dialysis. 
Finally. processes slIch as electrolysis. which use externa l fields as separat ing agents to lake 
ad vantage of the di ffering degrees of response of molecules and ions to forces and gradients. 
2.2 Chemistry of carboxylic acids 
Carboxylic acid!> are named systematically from their correspondi ng. alkanes by changing. the 
end ing -ane 10 -oic ac id . Methane thus gives ri se to methanoic acid (HCOOH), while ethane gives 
r ise to ethanoic acid. Many carboxylic acids (especially those containing six or fewer carbons) have 
been known for a long time ::md are commonly named after their sources rather than thei r chemica l 
st ructures. For example: formic acid refers to the Latin fo r ant; acet ic to wine; butyric to rancid 
bu tter, and caproic to goat fat. Common names for some o f the simplest carboxylic acids (most of 
wh ich are present in the waste ac id stream) are given in Table 2-2 below. Isomers of carboxylic 
acids also ex ist and the isomers that are present in the waste acid st ream are also shown in Table 
2-2. 
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Tablc 2-2: Namcs orthc s implest carboxylic acids 
C ommon Namc I U PAC Namc C hernic4l1 Structure 
Fonnic Acid Mcthanoic Acid IICOOH 
Acetic Acid Ethanoic Acid C I-I,COOH 
Propionic Acid Propanoic Acid CH,CI-I ,COOII 
Isobuty ric Acid 3-Methyl-Propionic Acid (CH, hCI-ICOOH 
Butyric Acid Butanoic Acid C I-II(CI-hhCOOII 
Isovaleric Acid 3-Methyl-Butanoic Acid (CI-I , ),C H,CHCOOH 
Valeric Acid Pcntanoic Acid CI-I, (CH, ),COOH 
Caproic Acid Hexanoic Acid CH .l(CI-12)4COOI-1 
Enanthic Acid Heptanoic Acid C H ,(CI-I, ),COOI-I 
2.2.1 Synthesis of carboxylic acids 
Carboxylic acids can be preparcd in the Inbonllory by several routes as shown in Figure 2-2, 
[ Alkyl halide= ] NaCN • C:~rile o:=J 1 Mg ~. 
Grign<lrd co, • I Carboxylic acid I reagent 
~d";on ~~ Oxidation 
Alkyl I Aldehydes J Aleohols benzenes 
' Igu rc ,,-,,: I< Cact lO1l map TOr tile synt JCSIS 01 caruoxyllc aC ICJS. 
Perhaps thc most im portant reac tion in Figure 2-2. is the oxidat ion or aldehydes to rorm carboxy lic 
acids. This renetion IS or importance as most carboxyl ic acids (especially butyric ac id. isobutyric 
<lcid and valeric acid) are currently being produced via thi s reaction in industry. Butyric acid, 
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isobutyric acid and valeric acid are produced by the oxidation of n-butyraldchyde. ISO-
butyraldehyde and n-valcradchyde respectively. 
2.2.2 Properties of carboxylic acids 
The most important property of carboxyl ic acids. and the o ne that is responsible for naming them 
such. is their <lcidity. Carboxylic acids arc able to donate <l proton morc readily than most other 
classes of organic compounds. so they arc said to be stronger acids. even though they are much 
weaker than the most important mineral acids (sulrhunc acid. nitric acid, and hydrochloric acid). 
The first members of the carboxylic acid series are colorless liquids. The carboxylic acids with 
carbons 4 - 6 have very unpleasant odors (e.g. rancid butter. old used socks etc). and the higher 
carbo.xylic acids have little odor due to their low volatility. 
The solubility of carboxyl ic acids in 'vater is similar to that or alcohols. aldehydes. and ketones or 
the same number of carbon atoms. Acids with fewer than fi ve carbon atoms dissolve in water: those 
w ith a higher molecular weight are insoluble owing. to the larger alkyl ponian. which is 
hydrophobic. Aqueous hydroxides readily convert carboxylic acids into their salts and aqueous 
mineral acids readily convcrt the suits back into Ihe carboxylic.: acids. The sodium. ammoniulll. and 
potassium salts of the acids are generally quite soluble in water bu t insoluble in non-polar solvents. 
Thus. almost any carboxylic acid can be made to dissolve in waler by converting it to such a sal t. 
Ca rboxylic aeids arc po lar. Like alcohols. they ronn hydrogen bonds with themselves or with other 
molecules. Carboxylic acids have much higher boiling poi nts than hydroca rbons. alcohols. ethers. 
aldehydes. or ketones of the same carbon number. They have higher boi ling points than comparable 
aJcohols. This is because two molecules of a <.:<lrboxylic acid rOml two hydrogcn bonds with each 
other. The two molecules can interact via <l "head to lair· hydrogen bonding scheme in the vapour 
phase as shown in Figure 2-3. Thus. carboxyl i<.: acids exist as dimers (pairs of molecules) or trimers 
and boiling a carboxylic acid requires the addition of more heal than boiling the corresponding 
alcohol. because: 
(I) if the dimer or trimer pe rsists in the vapour stale. the moleclllar weight is in effect doubled: and. 
(2) if the dimer or trimer is broken upon boiling. extra energy is required to break the hydrogen 
bonds. 
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Figure 2-3 : C nrboxylic acids ex ist as a monom er s a nd dimers in the va p ou r phase 
2.2.3 Reactions of carboxylic acids 
An extension of the property of carboxylic acid acidity is that they react with st rong bases such as 
sodium hydroxide o r potassium hydroxide to give water-soluble sa lt s. They a lso reac t with 
ammonia to give ammonium salts. Thionyl chloride (SOCI2 ) convert s a carboxylic acid to a more 
reactive acyl halide by replac ing the hydroxyl group with a chloride group. Carboxylic acids are 
also reduced by lithium tetrahydridoaluminate (L iA lI-I ~) 10 fOnll a lcohols. 
Perhaps the most usefu l reaction of carboxylic acids in industry is the Fischer Esterifica tion 
reaction. When a carboxy li c acid is heated with an alcohol in the presence of a catalyst (usually 
hydrogen chloride or sulphuric ac id). an equi librium is established w ith the ester and water. This 
process is c.dled Fiseher Esterifi cation. Although the reaction is an equi li brium. it can be used to 
make esters in high yield by shifting the equilibrium to the right. This can be easi ly accomplished 
by distilling the esters off as they fOnll. Th is is because esters are m uch more volatile than the o the r 
compounds. and espec ially more volatile than the carboxylic acids. 
2.3 Factors affecting the choice of a separation process 
In thi s section. a brief review on the various major factors that should be considered when selecting 
a separation process for a particu lar applica tion. Factors such as feed condi tions also should be 
conside red in process selection but th is is di scussed in Sect ion 2-4. Much o f the material in this 
section follows from the comprehen .. ive presentations g iven by King [1 971 1. Null [1987] and 
Scader & Henley [1998]. 
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2.3.1 Feasibility 
The most impor1ant consideration in choosing a separation process fo r any par1icular applicati on is 
that the separation process must achieve the desired result. A large amount of screening for poss ible 
separation processes can be achieved by considering feasibility alone. As an example. King [197 1] 
shows how the separation of two nonionic components (acetone and diethyl ether) cannot be 
achieved by ion exchange or electrophoresis du e to the absence of anions or cations. Also. s ince 
these molecules do not differ enough in sur lace activity. processes such as foam o r bubble 
fractionation can be immediately eliminated. However thi s method of elimination becomes 
increas ing ly diffi cult when the number of componen ts being co nsidered increases. For Illulti-
component mixtures hybrid processt!s tha t use a combi nation of d ifferent processes have been 
suggcsted. Gcnerally. for a mi xture containing N component s, N-l process operations are required 
to iso late the N component s. The problem then becomes wh ich of the N component s is to be 
separmed lirst. Many authors including Seader & Westerberg [1977] , Nat h & Motard [1981] and 
most recently Nadigi r & Liu [1983) d iscuss the generati on of sepa ration sequences. Each of the 
au thors proposes slightly di ffe rent heuri stic rules for separation sequencing . This will not be 
d iscussed here. however the general rule is 10 perfoml the most difficult separations first or 10 
remove the most plentiful components first. 
2.3.2 Scale of operation 
In Illany cases. the scale of operation is the main factor in choosing between alternative separation 
processes. Nmvad .... ys most mixtures a re separated and anal ysed in laboratories by chemists usi ng 
chromatographic separntions. Howe ver. in large manufacturing plants chem ical eng ineers use ot her 
separation processes such as distillation to achieve the same separation . Null [1987] further 
illustratt.'s thi s point by showing how ai r separations o n a very large sca le are accomplished more 
ccollomically by cryogen ic separations whilst small scale air sep<lrations are accompli shed more 
economically by other mcans such as pressure swing adsorption or ho llow- liber gas separation 
membranes. 
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2 .3.3 Design reliability 
Perhaps the most important factor in choosing one process in preference to the other is des ign 
relinbility (Null [ 1987]). Above all considerations, the se lec ted process must work w hen the plant is 
built. A lso cap ital requirements are indirectly affected by design reli abi lity in that larger safety 
fac tors <Ire applied whe n the design methods are less rei iable. A study by Ke ll er [ 1987), shown in 
Table 2-3, reveals that the degree to which a separation is technologically mature correlates well 
with it s comme rcial use. Table 2-4 lists a few separation processes toget her with their design 
reliability to illustrate thi s point. The need for pilot-plant ope ration is also cons idered ror each 
operation. 
Table 2-3: T echnolog ica l m aturity vs. use maturity 
Process Technological Maturity * Use i\laturity* 
Di5li ll:llion 87 87 
Extr;Ictive Distillation 80 65 
Solvcnt Extraction 73 61 
Adsorption: Liquid Feed 50 40 
Ion Exchange 60 60 
Mcmbmnes : Liquid Feed 37 30 
Chrom:ltography 30 22 
Crystal 1 iz.ation 64 62 
Field Induced Scparations 24 13 
. . A scorl: of 100 dcnotes that a given process has reached an as) mptotc 
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Table 2-4: Design reliability of sepa ration processes and the n eed for pilot plant o peration 
Separati on Method Design reliability Need fo r pilot plant 
I. Disti llation Process can be rel iably designed with the pertinent Occasionally required 
physical properties and VLE data. 
2. Extraction Process can be designed with the pertinent physical Pilot plant recommended 
properties and phase-equilibrium relationships. However 
process design not as reliable as distillation. 
3. Crysto lli7.ation Poor design reliabili ty-process cannot be designed Always necessary 
without bench-scale experiments. 
4. Adsorption Adsorption cquipment can be reliably designed with Occasionally required 
properly me<1sured isothefm daw. and mass transfer 
coeffic ients. 
5. Revcrse osmosis Poor design reliability Always neces.~nry 
6. Ultrariltration Extensive testing required due 10 pOOf deSIgn rcliahility Always neccssary 
7. Ion exchange Process ean be designed wi th n few laboratory tests Always necessary 
2.3.4 Separation Factor 
Many indices are avai lable to characterize separation power and to evaluate a nd co m pare the 
outcome of various separation processes. The separation of two components (i and j) is readily 
ac hi evable if: 
I . The concentration . c,fJ of componen t i In its preferred phase or region J! well exceeds its 
2. 
concentration c " in phase Tt, i.e. c/::
fJ 
>T» I • c 
• 
Compo ne nt j part it ions itse lf prefe rent iall y in phase Tt so th at 
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For sepanHion processes the ratio lX~" which is refe rred to as the separat ion fac tor, must be muc h 




(2 -1 ) 
Qual itatively. the separation factor is a measure of the ex tent of segregation of component s between 
two phases (e .g. liqu id-liquid extraction). reg ions (e.g. e ither side of a membrane filter). or product 
streams (e.g. di st illation). For a s ing le separati on step or stage. the separation fac tor mus t be large 
for an e ffec tive separation. For certai n mllltistage separation processes, a separati on factor close to 
unity (e.g. lX" = 1.3) in o ne stage can often be e ffect ive ly inc reased by li nki ng stages in series to 
achieve high separation levels in the product. 
2.3.5 Number of steps required 
Another important factor that affects the choice of a separation process is the numbe r of process ing 
steps required to accomplish the desired separation . An increase in the numbe r of process ing steps 
ultimately leads to an increase in the cap ita l and operating ex penses of the plan t. However. thi s is 
not elllirely tme. as there arc s it uations where it is more economica l to insta ll a separati on sequence 
cons isting of IWO or morc steps in preference to a sing le-step process. A specific example is heavy 
wute r separation. which can be accomplished in a single distillation column with many stages and a 
very h igh renux ratio but is accompl ished mo re econo mically in a multicolumn che mica l-exchange 
process involving hydrogen su lphide (Null {1987]). In most cases though. sing le-step processes are 
more economical than multi·step processes. To follow is a di scussion on a few separation processes 
and their abili ty to accompl ish complete separat ion in a single step. 
;,. Distillation· Except for b inary azcotropic mixtures. complete sepa rat ion of mos t binary 
mixtures can be achieved in a single distillation column. 
:,... Extraction- A second step is always requ ired to separate the extracted component from the 
ex tracting solven t. T herefore. more than one step is always required for extraction processes. 
:;.. C rys talli zat ion- Fo r those binary mixtures exhibiti ng no eutectic formati on it is poss ible 10 
separate the component s in a si ngle step. In most cases. however. a eutecti c po int is present and 
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a second step is required 10 break the eutect ic. III melt crysta ll izat ion a wash and filtrati o n step 
is a lso required to remove occluded liquid from the pure sol id . 
r Adsorption~ A regeneration step is alw<lys necessary to recove r absorbed material. 
r Reverse osmos i s ~ Additional processing steps are required to obtain high recovery of so Iv en I. 
, Ultrafiltration~ To obtain pure products add itional processing steps are also requ ired. 
r lOll exchange~ A regenerat ion step is required to recover the product and to reuse the bed. 
r Dialysis and electrodialysis- If the transferred components are required in pure fonn. addit ional 
processing steps are requi red. 
2.3.6 Energy requirements 
Energy requi rements of most separati on processes generally cont ribute to most of the operating 
costs of a plant. Therefore, th is faclor must always be considered in choos ing a separation process. 
It is very difficult to qualitatively discuss the energy requirements o f the various separat ion 
processes as the energy requirements are dependent on man y other fac tors and therefore require a 
tho rough treatment. Nevertheless. Nu ll (1980J suggests that ba rrier separations have a lower energy 
requirement than most ot her separation processes . However. barrier separations are limited to 
modest concentrations or very dilute solu tions. Null [ 1980] also suggests that operations such as 
crystalliza tio n and extraction require less energy than distillation processes. which may requ ire high 
rei1ux ratios. Thc reader is referred to the lexts of King [1971] and Ro usseau [I 987J for a de tail ed 
discussion on thc cnergy requirements of various separation processes. 
2 .4 Selection of separation processes 
Then.: is no establ ished prol.!edurc by which sepmat iOIl processes are chosen (Null [1987]) . 
Ilowc \'er. there arc ccnain gu idelines. which assist in choosi ng Cl separati on process for different 
appli calions . The select ion ofa separat ion and purifi cati on route depends on many factors. although 
the uliimal(.' factor is based 011 economics. Selecting an optimum separatio n scheme also depends on 
the tinle and money allocated for process selection and analysis. 
The steps taken in deciding which separation process would be suitabl e for the recovery and 
purifi ca tion o f the valuab le acids will now be di scussed . 
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2.4.1 Establishing feed and product conditions 
The first step in the selection of a separation process is to establ ish the feed conditions. product 
recoveries and product purities. These conditions collect ive ly define the separation problem. 
For this project establishi ng the feed conditioll!'i involved identificat ion of the various components 
of the waste acid stream and the tcmperature. pressure. flow rate and phase state of the waste 
stream . Details of these conditions were supplied by SASOL and are shown in Table 2-5. The most 
imponant fecd conditions arc composition and fl ow rate. because the other conditions (temperature. 
pressure and phase state) can be altered by pumps. compressors and heal exchangers. However this 
will add further costs to separation. From Table 2-5. it is evident that the bu lk of the waste stream 
(feed mixture) consists of carboxylic acids containing between two carbon atoms (CH)COOH-
<lcetk acid) 10 seven carbon atoms (CI-I 3(CI'hhCOOH-heptanoic acid). These acids make up 94.3% 
of the wasle stream, with 2-cyclohexene- I-one and 4 butyrolactone being the only other 
component s ofnotc (i.e. > 1%). 
A simplified flowsheet of the Solvents acid recovery plant at SASOL'S plant in Secunda is shown 
in Figure A- I of the appendix . The waste acid stream being considered in this project emanates 
from the heavies column at a rate of 10000-12000 tons per annum. It is impo rtant to note that the 
composition of the acid water st ream entering the Solvents acid recovery plant may fluctuate and 
therefore tbe composit ions of the waste acid stream may also fluctuate. However, only the 
composi tions givcn in Table 2-5 were used for design purposes. 
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Table 2 -5 : Deta ils or waste acid st ream as supplied by SASOL 
Temperature: 179.1 DC 
Pressure : 58.0 kPa (gauge) 
Phase Slate: Liquid 
Component Name Row (kg/h) mol % 
(other name) 
I.Butyric Acid 495.016 43.9 
2. Iso-butyri c acid 224.656 19.9 
3.iso-VaJeric Acid 
(3-methyl-butyric acid) 135.158 10.3 
4. Valeric Acid 
(pentanoic Acid) 135.158 10.3 
5. Hexanoic Acid 67.079 4.5 
6. Heptanoic acid 54.002 3.2 
7.2-cyclohexen .. 
I-one 27.693 2.2 
8. Propion ic Acid 18.986 2 
9.4 Butyrolactone 13.616 1.2 
10. Phenyl Acetate 12.154 0.7 
I t.Phenyl propionate 
C3-phenyl propionic acid) 9.693 0.5 
12. 3-heptene-2-one trans 6.308. 0.4 
13. Phenyl butyrate 
(3-phenyl butyric acid) 5.846 0.3 
14. Cyclopenty1 Acetae 
(Cyclopentano! acetate) 3.385 0.2 
15. Cyclohexyl Acetate 3.385 0.2 
16. Cyclopemanone 0.027 0.()()2486 
17. Acelic acid 0.002 0.0003 
18. I M-2EBenzene 0.()()2 0.00012 
Total Flow . 1212.165 kg/hr . 
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The most important product condition is the required product purity. The other cond itions (e.g. 
phase state) can be altered once the desired separation has been successfully accomplished. When 
very pure produc ts are required, either large differences in certain properties IllUSt ex ist or many 
stages mllst be used. 
The valuable acids (butyric acid. isobutyric acid and valeric acid) were st ipulated to be recovered 
with 80% extractable volu mes and purities greater than 99%. These high purilies are required for 
the use of the acids in food additives and phannaceutical s. The acids a re also stable liquids at 
atmospheric conditions. 
Another important consideration of the project is that the se lected separation and purificat ion 
process should be flexible so tha t the techniques can bc applied to the separation and purification of 
similar or related feed streams. 
2.4.2 Present day separation and purification processes for carboxylic acids 
An extensive literature survey was cond ucted on existing industrial separation processes that 
separate and puri fy carboxylic acids. All processes found involved the recovery of carboxylic acids 
present on ly in dilute concentrations. O ne example is the recovery of carboxy li c acids with amine 
extractants. The process was developed by Kertes & Ki ng [1986]. Present ly no process exist s for 
the separation and purification of carboxylic acids (particularly those presen t in the waste ac id 
stream) from each other. 
2.4.3 Property differences 
Onee the feed conditio ns and product speci fication s have been established. the nexl essential step is 
to detenmne which sepa ration methods are required 10 successfully separate and puri fy the acids. In 
order to 5;eparatc two components. there must exist some difference in propert ies between them 
(Null [1987]). Since the principle of separat ion processes are based o n the properties of the 
components invo lved. much time was spent findi ng these properties and are shown in Table A-3 of 
Appendix A. Many of these va lues were found in specialized reference books (Weast l1983J. 
Prausnitz et al [1980] and Rcid et 1.11 [1987». Those that couldn' l be found were est imated usi ng Ihe 
Hysys process si mulator and checked by methods described by Re id et 1.11 [1987]. 
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2.4.4 Classification of unit operations 
Table 2-1 li sts the most commonly llsed industrial separatio n methods. Although these ope rati ons 
o fte n depend on several propert y d ifferences, for their overall success, there is usuall y one propert y 
th .lt fo rms the primary basis for separati on. There fore. Table 2-1 li s ts each unit ope rati on together 
with it s unde rl ying principle o f separatio n. 
Fro m the w ide range of alte rn atives g iven in Table 2-1. those operations marked with asteri sks were 
not cons ide red in thi s proj ect. These processes were eliminated after ca reful cons iderati o n of the 
fac to rs di scussed in the prev ious sec lion and are summarized as fo llows: 
:.,.. Due to the n;Hure o f the components present in the waste acid stream and the scal e of operati on, 
those opl:!r:t ti ons marked wilh a s ingle asteri sk (*) we re e li minated . 
:.,... The compone nts to be recovered are not in dilute concentrations, thus barrier separati o ns and 
separati o n:.; based o n so lid age nts which are usuall y mo re expens ive to stage. we re not 
conside red (>1<>1<). 
:.,... The re maining separati on operat ions are not well understood and cannot be readily des igned 
fro m a mathematical model and/or scaled up to a commerc ial s ize from laboratory data. This 
e liminated those marked with 3 asteri sks (* .... ). 
Th is narro wed the li st of operati ons down 10 di stillatio n. li quid-li quid eXlraclion. ex trac ti ve 
di sti llat ion. reactive di stillation and crystallization. 
2.4.5 Selection of a base case 
From the un it ope rat ions se lec ted above o ne ope rati on was chosen as a base case (i.e. an ope ration 
w hic h was judged qualitati ve ly as the most economical method that can be developed within the 
time and money constraints o f the proj ect). 
Compari sons be tween the various separation processes di scussed to thi s stage lead rather strongly to 
di stillation being the most favorable separation process . Distillation has Ihe most re liable d es ign 
procedures , doesn' t require any contaminati ng mass separating agent, involves no solid phases that 
make handling d ifficult and is eas il y staged in a sing le vessel. In fact, King [1 9 7 1] suggests that the 
most sound appro,lch to selecti ng a separation process is to begin by ask ing "Why not di stillat ion?" 
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Distillation is and will remain the key separation method against which alternate methods !TIust be 
judged (Fair [1987]). Distillation in general provides the cheapcst and best method for separation of 
liquid mixtures. Kister [1992] list s the following factors, which most often operate aga inst 
distilla!ion: 
:,.. The difference of volatility is small. i.e. a separation factor too close to unity. 
:,.. A smal l quantity ofhigh-hoil ing-point component is to be recovered from the feed. Distillation 
requires tha! the whole feed be vaporized in order to recover this small quantity. 
,.. A compound is thennally unstable even under vacuu m conditions. 
:,.. The mixture is extremely corros ive or highly fouling. 
For thi s project. research conducted o n the commercial production of fatty acids s howed that acids 
ranging from C ,-C20 a rc currently being separated in the oleochemical industry by means of 
distillation (Aly & Ashour [1992]). It also became clearly evident that most experienced engineers 
and authors alw<l)ls chose d istillation as an appropriate unit operation in the selec ti on of an 
appropriate separatio n process. Therefore distillation was chosen as a base case in this project. 
A flowsheeting program (Hys.l".\·) wns used to simulate the distillation process for the fraction<'ltion 
of the waste acid stream. Atmospheri c dist ill ation was immediately disregarded because of 
carboxylic acids decomposing at their atmospheric boiling points (Ellcrbe [1980]). Chapters 3 and 4 
arc devoted to the process followed for proper s imulation. The simulation results showed that 
separation of the ttcids is possible by dist ill ation. 
2.4.6 Process flowsheets 
From Ih(' few possible operations chosen in Section 2-4-4 and the separations obtained by the 
distillation simulations on /-~\ :\:I ~\' three hypothetical hybrid processes were developt:d for separation 
and purification of the acids. These nowshccts are shown in Figures 2-4 to 2-6. 
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- I r+-- High puri ty • Esters to be I • converted into 
I Ester:; I acids by Saponification 
Was h' Acid 
S".~f :'mOSPhc,.;c/v",uum 1 Strcllm 
di:;tilJation column!' ror Esters > C" 
separati on and purification or orr as heavies Heac(h'c acids 
Dis tilla tio n 
I • 9 % of waste stream 
removed as heav ies 
- -Flgu, c 2-6. Flowshect 3 
Flowsheet I (Figure 2-4) IS considered as the simplest and uses distillation as the ma in unit 
operation for fractionation of the acid~ and purificati on of the va leric acid. Because simulat ion 
showed that separation of butyric acid from its isomer would require many stages fo r a feas ible 
route. crystallization was selected to separate the isomers due to the ir la rge difference in freezing 
points. The result~ obtained ror the simulation sequence via distillation arc shown in Figure 2-7. 
The first di st illation co lumn separates the butyric and isobutyri c acids into the di stillate and operates 
with a pressure of 58 kPa and 20 theoretical trays. Valeric acid with a purity greater than 95% and 
80% recovery is produced by the combinat ion of the second two columns. both of which operate 
under the same pressure o f 58 kPa and have less than IS theo retical trays. 
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St re "m 
5.01 kg/h Butyric Acid =49 
bmbulyric Acid ,., 
Valeric Acid = 13 
Isovaleric Acid .. 
224.65 kglh 
5.ISkg/h 
13S.15 kg/ h 
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Butyric Acid = 490.05 kg/h 
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Distillation 
Valeric Acid = ]I 
Purity > 95% 
95.95 kg/h 
6.93 kg/h 
Figurc 2-7 : Flowshcct obtaincd from Hy.\)'.\· simulation 
Flowsheet 2 (Figure 2-5 ) involves liquid-liquid ex traction as the unit operation for extraction of the 
butyric and isobutyric acid for subsequent purification. The properties of the acids s how that the 
acids with less than five ca rbon atoms are so luble in water whilst the remaining components are not. 
\Vater can thereafter be easily removed by atmospheric distillation as water has a high volat ilit y in 
organic media and is thus easily stripped. Research by Kertes at al [1990] also showed that amides 
could be used to separate the acids from the rest of the waste stream. however there was no 
procedure available for separating the acids from the amides. 
The third altcmative was to use reactive distillation as a separation and purification rou te (Figure 2-
6). The process utilizes chemica l reacti on of" acids in the presence o f an alcohol to fonn an ester. 
This is called Fischcr Esterification. This process eliminates using vacuum d istillat ion as esters have 
much higher volatility than their corresponding ac ids (Hal1 [1991]). It also has the advantage of 
eli minating working with the acids. which have a very undesirable smell as compared to esters and 
reduces the possibility of corrosion that may be caused by the acids. 
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Due to the time constraillls of the project. only one of the process flowshccts discllssed above had to 
be selected for further investigation. This was decided upon at a meeting held with key members 
from SASOL. who were closely involved in the project. At this meeting a decision was taken to 
further investigate process Oowsheet I (Figure 2-4). The main reason for this choice is that the 
separation and purification route of di stillation and crystallization could be used to separate and 
purify other va luable products from similar types of waste streams. Distillation is an extensively 
applied separation operation that separates most mixtures due to the differences in the boiling points 
of the components present in the various feed mixtures. Waste streams containing isomers that are 
generally more difficult to separate by distillation (due to small differences in boiling points) can be 
separated by freeze crystallizat ion because of large differences in freezing points between the 
isomers and also the difference in shape between the isomers. In general one isomer does not fit 
easily into the first isomers crystal structu re in the so lid phase. Therefore. idea ll y the so lid phase 
formed by panial freezing contains one of the isomers in its pure foml. 
At the meeting it was also decided to slightly change the problem definition of the project. The 
emphasis shifted from concentrating only on sepa rating and purifying butyric and isobutyric acids 
from the waste acid stream. The recovery and purification of valeric acid was to be considered in a 







Separation of a liquid mi xture containing many diffe rent component s CUll be achieved by 
di stillati on . This is poss ible when the co mpos ition of the vapour coming from the liquid mi xture is 
diffe rent fro m that of the liquid . Therefore. the re lati on between the vapour and liquid compos itions 
must be kn own in o rde r to compute frac ti ona l di stillatio n re lati onships and thus determine if 
separatio n is possible. This presents the need for vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data . 
In C hupte r 2 . di s tillatio n was selected as a base c ase fo r fraCli onatio n of the waste ac id stream. One 
o f the major ad vantuges o f modern day compute rs is that they avo id man y assumptions made by 
e ngi nee rs in calculating the he ight o r number of trays required fo r disti ll ation. This is due to the 
man y rigoro us ca lcuhHion procedures deve loped for di still mi on ca lcula tions that on ly modem day 
computer!- c an so lve. The re fore. nowadays . most uncenainties in disti ll ation des ign arise fro m 
unccn:Jinti c!' in V LE informati on. 
A stud y by Pe ridi s e t al (1993] showed th at a 3% dec rease in re lati ve volatility (See sec tion be low 
for de finiti on o f re lati ve volatility) resu lted in 70clr inc rease in the number of stages required for a 
re lati ve ly d ifficult separatio n and an inc rease o f 105("'+ in reflux ratio. T o avoid uncenai nt ies in VLE 
it i .... the refore recommended th at vapour-liquid t::qu ilibria be experimentally de te rm ined. Howe ve r. 
fo r syste ms of morc than two component s. the ex pe rimental work required for a reasonabl y 
comple te de!'c ri ption rapidl y mushrooms to impmcti cal proponions (Raal & Miihlbaue r r 1998]). 
Mu h icompo nent VLE is gene rall y predicted using expe riment al data between bina ry inte ractions of 
all the components in the mu lt icomponent m ixtu re . As an example. for this project 18 component s 
are present in the waste ac id stream. This would require measuring 153 binary systems over 306 
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days. Cons ide rin g the time frame of thi s projec t measuremem s of all the binary systems wo uld be 
impossible. T o avoid thi s time consuming and ex pensive process, Null & Ro ben [1 980] suggests 
measurin g data for key component pairs present in a multi component system . These are generall y 
be tween the main component and th e remainder o f the components making up the bulk o f the 
mi xture. There fore. for thi s projec t measurements were made for the binary systems butyric acid + 
isobut yric ac id. but yric ac id + isoval eri c ac id. butyric ac id + propioni c ac id and butyri c ac id + 
hexan oic <Ic id . The binary system but yric acid + vale ri c acid was p revious ly measured (DEC HEMA 
Data Base [ 1999]) and was the refore not measured in thi s project. 
For the remainder o f the binaries not expe rime ntall y de te rmined predi c tive techniques such as 
UN IFAC (Fredunsland e t al [ 1977]) and ASOG (Kojima & Toc hi gi [1979]) have been 
recommended . Studies by Pe ridis et al [ 1993] sho w that the VLE o f the non key component s do not 
have an y s ig nificant effec ts on the des ign of distillati on processes. 
T o evaluate the performance of distillati on in separati on. the n ow sheeting program (H ysys) was 
used. Figure 3- 1 outlines the initial steps in settin g up th e di stillati o n s imulation. For the proper use 
of the simul~lt ion program an appro priate thermodynamic mode l must be selected . The choice of the 
the rmod ynamic model fo r a simulation can be one of the most important decis ions for an eng inee r 
a:-. Ihi :-. is the first step in simuhuion and affec ts all subsequent tasks in developing accurate ph ys ical 
pro pcrlies. es pec iall y VLE data . 
The importance of VLE in di stillat ion cannot be overemphas ized and much time in thi s project was 
spent on thi s particular topic. however it is perhaps impossib le to do justi ce to the wide topic o f 
V L E in a single c hapte r. This is ev idenl from the numerous publis hed te xts and reviews on the 
~ubjec l . The reade r is re fe rred to the excellent texts of Walus [ 1985 ]. Prausnitz et al [19861 and Raal 
& M ii hlbaue r [ 1998] for an in-depth cove rage o f VLE. 
In Ihi .. chapt e r low-pressure VLE is di scussed with re ference 10: 
;... The theore ti cill "spects o f VLE 
;... The equipment and procedure fo r measuring VLE 
;,. Anal ys is of experimental results for subsequent calculation of inte raction parameters 
However. prior to thi s the concept o f re lati ve volatili ty is introduced and its re lation to distillati on is 
di sc ussed as the concept of re lalive volatility is u~ed extensively in the proceeding chapters. 
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I Separati on of Waste ac id Stream I 
~ .... 
Ke)' compone nts I I Nonkey component s 
Are there any VLE data No Measure VLE data 
lI"a ilahlc for key Predict binary VLE 
COIllP<)IlClltS ill li tcrature? 
Yes .. 
Reduce experi mental 
data and select hest-fit 
model 
Calculate interaction 
nar:lI11eters for selected model 
I Proceed with slIllulatio n I 
Figu re 3 -1 : Outline for s ta rting dis tillation simula tions 
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3.1 Relative volatility 
Distillation is a technique of separat ing compone nt s according to their relati ve volatility (a). 
The refore. the re lative vo latil ity is a measure of the ease of separation . For a binary mi x ture 
(compo ne n t I & 2) re lative volat ili ty can be de fined as; 
.\'1 (1- XI) = -'-'-':_'-'-
x , ( l -y.) 
In th e ubove eq uati o n above XI and YI are the equilibrium mole fractions of component 
liqu id and vapo ur phase respectively. Componen t I is the more vo latile component. 
(3· 1) 
in the 
VLE data is gene rall y presented as vapour- liquid (x-y) diagra ms and temperature-composition (T-
x-y) diag rams. These are show n in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 respec ti ve ly. In F ig ure 3-2a the x and yaxes 
show the concentrati o n of the more volatil e compo nen t in the liquid and vapour phase respectively. 
The 45() diagonal represents po ints at which vapour and liquid composition s are the same. The c urve 
in Figure 3-2a is the equil ibrium c u rve a nd shows how the mo re volatile compone nt concentrates in 
the vapour. Traci ng the dashed lines in Fig ure 3-2a shows how a liquid mixture containing 0.4 mo le 
frac t ion of the more volati le component in the liquid is in equi librium w ith vapour containing 0.6 
mole fraction of the same component. The refore if thi s vapour is co llected and condensed one will 
end up with a mixture in w hich the more volati le componen t mo le fraction has been enriched from 
0.4 to 0.6 . 
Figure 3-2b illustrates the effect of re lati ve vo latilit y o n the tendency of the more vo latile 
componcnt to concentrate in the vapour. The hi g her the re lat ive vo latility the greater the separati o n. 
For example. when the relati ve vo latility is 5. a liquid mixture con taining 0.2 mo le fraction of the 
more vo latile component is in equilibrium with vapour containing 0.56 mole fraction o f the mo re 
vo latil e component. For thi s mixture it will take o nl y a few s teps to obtain a pure liquid of the more 
vo latile compone nt. Conversely. when the reh.ltive volatility is lowe r (e.g. a = 2) . a liquid mixture 
con taining 0.2 mo le frac tion of the more volatile component is in e quilibrium with vapor containing 
0.38 mo le fraction o f the more volatile component. Under these conditions man y more steps will be 
requircd to obtain u pure liquid of the more volatile com po nent. x-y diagrams (a lso known as unit 
diagrams) and its use in screening di stillati on for separation is discussed in mo re detail in Chapter 4. 
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Figures 3-2<1 ;md 3-2b are x-y diagrams of "normal" mi xlUres. For certai n systems there ex ists Cl 
composition (t he point of intersec ti on o f th e equilibrium curve and the 450 line) for which the 
vapour and liquid compos itions are identical. Such sys tems 3re known as azeotropic. The x-y 
d iagram for such a system is shown in Figure 3-4. At point A. once thi s vapour and liquid 
composi ti on is reached the componems can no longer be separated by si mple di sti ll ation and o ther 











0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 3-2: x-y diagrams. (a) Concentration of morc volatile com ponent in liqu id (x) vs. 
,·apour concentration (yl. (b ) Effect of relative volatility on the concentration of the more 
vol • ..tilc component in the vapour. 
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mole fraction x, or y, 
Figure 3-3: T -x-)' diagram 
,, ~~------------------------------------------------------~ 
x, 
Figure 3-4: x-)' curve for an azcotropie system 
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3.2 Theoretical Aspects of VLE 
As d iscussed earlier. measure menl of VLE IS expens ive and time consuming. It is therefo re 
imponant that the data be co rrect ly theoreticall y interpreted as thi s allows fo r interpolati on. 
ex trapo lation and prediction of data to new conditions w hich subsequentl y provides 11 designer to 
explore a wide range of design alternatives in process s imulation. 
The developmcllI of the criterio n for thermod ynamic equilibrium between two phases is covered in 
Append ix 8-1 . For the case of VLE. a vapour phase (V) and liquid phase (L) are in equili brium at 
the same temperatu re and pressure when the ir respecti ve fugac ities (fi) are equal : 
• • 
r." = r L 
J, .I, 
In the above equation .. 11" denotes the mixtu re property. 
(3·2) 
To use Equation 3-2. it is useful to define the mixture fugaci ties in terms of measurab le quantities 
such as temperature. pressure and phase compos itions. This is ac hieved by introduc ing 
dimensionless auxiliary functi ons. These are kn own us the fuguc it y coefficient and act ivity 
coeffi c ient fo r the va pour and liquid phases respecti ve ly. The fugaci ty coeffic ient is re lated to the 




tfJ, = ,.'p 
. , 
(3·3) 
In the above equation q>, is the fugacit y coefficient of the vapour phase. y, the vapour mole fraction 
:.IIld P is the system pressure. 




x , , 
In Eq uation 3-4. x , is the liquid mole fraction andI, is the pu re component fugacity. 
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The pure component fugacity is give n by (Pmus nitz et al r 19801): 
[
V.(P - P"")] 
1; = 4>;"" P,''''' exp , RT ' (3-5) 
In Equati on 3-5. the expone nti a l term is known as the Poynting correction fac to r. 4>/ '" and p ,s'" are 
the saturated va pour fugac ity coeffic ie lll and saturated pressure of the pure component respecti vely. 
Accordi ng to Prall snil z e t al r 1980). the Poynting correction fac tor and the saturated vapour fugacity 
coeffic ient can be treated as unity at low pressures. Therefore. Equations 3-3. 3-4 and 3-5 combined 
resu lt in the following equation for low-pressure VLE: 
A 
v.l. . P =xy P"'" . , 'f' , , , , (3-6) 
To u~e Eq uation 3-6. vari ous thermodynamic model s ha ve been developed. Equations of state are 
gene rall y used to predict va pour phase nOIl-idealities and activi ty coeffic ient model s cal culate li quid 
phase no n-idealities. The reader is referred to the excellent text of W.alas r 1985) for a 
compre he ns ive review of the man y available thermod ynamic model s and the ir applications. The 
mode ls used in th is project for cal culat ion of the fugacity and activity coeffici ents are di scussed in 
the ro llowing sec tions. 
3.2.1 Evaluation of fugacity Coefficients 
A 
In mo~t C<l ses. fo r lo w pressure V LE 4> , is set equal to one. This represents idea l vapour phase 
bcha vior. However. for sys tems containing associating components (especia ll y carboxylic acids), 
man y au tho rs including Prausnit z et a l 11980] ha ve reponed lurge vari ati ons from ide.11 phase 
behavio r even at ve ry low pressures. Thi ~ is due to the format ion of dimers or trimers in the vapour 
pha~(: . The mechani sm and effect of dimerizmion is more clearly ex plained in Chapter 2. 
T here are ve ry few cases in the literature where the problem of vapour phase assoc iat ions is 
d iscussed in VLE. Tamir & Wisniak [ 1975. 1976. and 1982J. Null & Robert [19801. and Gi rano et 
al [198 1J discuss dimerization in VLE. For this proj ect vapour phase fugac ity coefficient s were 
ca lcul ated using the virial equations of state for vapour phase chemica l associations as described by 
Prausnitz e t a l (1980] . This was because thi s model was the onl y availab le one in the H ys}'s process 
simu lator that accounted for vapour phase associations. 
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Carboxylic acids tend to dimerize through st rong hydrogen bo nding. The hydrogen bo nd ing 
process can be obse rved as a c hemica l reacti on: 
(3-7) 
w here i and j are monomer mo lec ul es and ij is the complex (dimer) fo rmed by hydrogen bonding. 
In order to desc ribe the c hemica l reaction the fo llowing may be wri llen: 
k 
_ j;; _ Z'J<P: ,,---
II, PZ,ZJ<P,- f/J : 
whe re: z is the true mo le fracti on of the species in equ ilibrium 
$- is the fugaci ty coefficient of the true species 
P I!' th e system pressure 
k" I!' the react ion equilibrium constant 




v , , 
where: y, is defi ned as the apparent mole fraction of component i in the vapour phase (apparent 
meaning that d imeri zati on has been neglected) . 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
If it is assumed tha! the vapour so lution behaves like an i d~al so lution. f/J,- can be calculated by the 
Lewis fugac it y rul e: 
1 
~. _ PB," "" - - -, RT (3 -10) 
where: 8 ,1 is the ··free" contribution to the second vi ri al eq uation as calculated by the Hayden 
& O·ConneJl meth od 11975J. 
The chemical equilibrium constant can be found from the re lation: 
-(2 - 8 ,,)B IJ 
ky = " 
RT 
where: S,t is the contri but ion of dimeri zati on to the second vi rial coefficient as calculated by 
the Hayde n & O'Conne ll method [1975J. 
5'J= O ( i ;l!:j).5.J = I ( i = j ) 
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The calculation of the fugaci ty coeffic ielll for components i and j is th e refo re accomplished by 
so lving the above equati ons with the rest ric ti on that the sum of z,. zJ and z,J equal to I. 
The Hayden and O'ConeH method is a procedure for calcul ating contributions to the second vi rial 
coefficient s. The calcula ti on procedure fo r this me thod is di scussed in deta il by Praus nitz e t a l 
[ 1980]. A lthough thi s procedure is programmed in the H ys)'s process simulator. a separate program 
was written in the Matlab programming language. This was required for regressing the experimental 
data to separately ca lculate inte raction parameters for th e activity coeffi c ient model. Appendix B-2 
conta ins the computer program that was used. The c hemica l theory was a lso incorporated in thi s 
program to s imultaneous ly calcul ate the fu gac it y coefficients. All input parameters requ ired for the 
Matlab program were available in the Hysys si mulatio n package. These values were checked with 
values given by Weast & Grasse lli f 1989}. Re id e t 1.11 r 19981 and Prausnit z e t a l [ 1980]. 
3 .2 .2 Eva lua tion of activity coefficients 
For isobaric experimentati on. X" y. ;:md T val ues are recorded and pressure (P) is set. The fugacity 
coeffic ient is calculated as de tailed above and the T values are used to calcul ate P/'" va lues. Using 
these va lues in Equat ion 3-6. the acti vi ty coefficient can be ca lculated. Ho wever. it is usefu l to 
evalua te the act ivi ty coefficient independent of the vapour mole fractio n. This is because it is 
imprac ti cable 10 obta in dat a sets in evalualing mun y d ifferent a lternuti ves in process des ign. It is 
therefore usefu l to ha ve mode ls that a llow for the inte rpo lat ion and ex trapo lation of V L E data . For 
these purposes. man y eq u:'lIions have been proposed to corre late act ivity coefficien ts. These inc lude 
the Margules. Vun Laar. Wil son. T-K Wi lson . N RTL (Non-random two liquid). UN IQUAC 
(Universal Quas i-chemical ). the regular so lution me thod of Scathchard-Hildebrand and the group 
contribllt ion me thods UN IFAC (UN IQ UAC Func tional-grou p Acti vity Coefficients) and ASOG 
(Anal ytical Soluti on o f Groups). The reader is re fe rred to the tex ts o f Walas [1985J. Prausn itz e t al 
[19861 and Raal & Miihlbauer (1 9981 for a de tail ed rev iew on each of these method s . 
In thi s project the NRTL and UN IFAC mode ls were used to corre late and pred ict the liquid phase 
ac ti vit y coeffic ie nt s. 
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3 . 2 .2 .1 The NRTL model 
The activity coefficients calculated from the experimental data. with fugacity coefficients ca lculated 
as described above. wcre correlated by means of the NRTL model. This equation was convenient in 
th at it is readily converted to multi component systems and requires the least amount of data for 
distillation si muiatioll s. Also. as demonstrated in Section 3-6. values ca lcu lated using the NRTL 
model compared well with the experimental data . For the NRTL model, the activ ity coefficients a re 
obtained using Equations 3-12 to 3-15: 
where 
g j' -g;, 





From the above equations. it is evident that the NRTL equation has three adjustable parameters. i.e. 
(g l2-gn ). (g!l -g ll ) and a 12, which is eq ual to a 21. The parameter gJ' is an energy parameter. which is 
dlaracterislil.: of the il1l erdcti on between component j and i. These are calculated from experimental 
data and used as inputs into the H.l·.\y .... process simulator. The parameter a, l is re lated to the non-
randomness of the mixture and was set equal to 0.2 for all ca lcula tions. Small variations around thi s 
v",lue did not effect the quality o f the calculations. 
3. 2 .2 .2 The UN/FAC method 
As it is impracticahle tu measure all the binary systems present in the waste acid stream. UNIFAC 
wa::> used to predict the vapour-liqu id equilibria for the rem.aining non key systems. UN IFAC is 
useful in thi s case. as it doesn't require any experimental data and uses structural groups to estimate 
component interactions. From structural info nnation about organi c compounds available in the 
built-in databank of tile Ifl·.\·.l'S s imulatio n package. UN IFAC is able to predict activ ity cocmcients. 
Th is method has been suggested by many researchers, includ ing Carl son (1996) and is 
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especially recommended for components with a low priorit y (nonkey component s) . In principle the 
UNIFAC method is a functiona l group contribution method deve loped by Fredenslund [1977] based 
on the U IQ UAC model proposed by Abrams & Prnusnitz [1975] and is c lai med to be superior to 
Illost est imation techniques. This model is there fore available in most modern day process 
s imulators. including Ifys)'s. Fundamentally. the activity coefficien t is assumed to be made up of 
two con tributio ns known as configumtional (C ) and residual (R): 
ln y, = In y,C + ln yr (3-1 6) 
where ln y; (the combinatorial term) and In y,R (the residual ternl) are defined as func ti ons of the 
following parmneters: 
(3-17) 
where q, .x, . (b, . Z ,B; .1; are parameters. calculat ed as shown in Appendix B-3 . and 
In y' ~ ( ·(vU) r r (n ) 
, • ~ . j.. , A (3-18) 
In Equation 3-1 S. \ ';" . r~ , r1i ) are pa ramete rs. calcu lated as s hown in Appendix B-3. 
3.3 Equipment 
S!'!\"cml techniques have been dcveloped for the experimental detennination o f VLE. These include 
thc following : 
" C ircul<lti oll ( Dynamic) Method 
" B OIl1 b M et hod 
,. Dynam ic Flow Method 
" Dew and Bubblt: Point Method 
" Distillation Method 
Robinslln & Gillil and [1950]. Hala et al [1967] and most recen tl y Raal & Mlihlbauer [1998J di scuss 
each of these methods together wit h their advantages and disadvantages. 
Today. th e most commonl y used methods arc the stnt ic and dynamic methods. Ahhough dIstilla ti on 
proccsses can be eva luated either by isobaric or isothennal data. isoba ric data is preferred by the 
industria l sector as it g ives a truer rencction of an actual di stillat ion co lumn. Therefore. for this 
pa rti cular project. isobaric data at sub-atmospheric pressures were measured. Since st ati c methods 
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measures o nl y iSOlhermal dala . the circulation method has been adopted. Circulation methods have 
been known to produce res ult s of high accuracy in a rapid and s imple manner (Joseph [2001]). This 
method o perates by ci rculating vapour through a system and bringing it into repeated contact with 
the liquid until no further c hange in the composi ti on of eit her phase takes p lace. Joseph [2001] 
prov ides an excell ent rev iew on the devel opment of the circulation meth od and the various types of 
apparatus used in thi s method . 
A block diagra m of the experimental set-up is shown in F igure 3-5. The va ri ous compo nent s of the 
experimental set-up include a VLE st ill. Schott 10 I and Pyrex 5 I ball ast nasks. a T ECHNE cold 






BF Schott 10' and Pyrex 5 I ballast flasks 
CF TECHNE cold linger 
OS Dynamic VlE still (Raal modification) 
FPT Fischer Vakuum·Konslanthalter VKH 100 pressure controller 
P1 Pump 1 (vacuum pump) 
P2 Pump 2 (water recirculation pump) 
PS Flscher pressure sensor 
QC Pyrex glass condenser 
TO Eurotherm temperature display 
T S PT 100 temperature sensor 
V1 Solenoid valve 
V2 N eedle valve 
WB lABOTEC water bath with glycol- water mix 
Figure 3-5: Schematic diagram or the VLE apparatus set -up 
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3.3. 1 Vapour-Liquid Equilibrium Still 
A highl y refined dynamic VLE 51i11 (Figure 3-6), based o n the Yerazunis et al [1964] still has been 
designed by Raal (Raal & MLi hl bauer [1998]). The still is const ructed from spec ially blown glass 
and is suitable for low-pressu re measurements. Harris [200 1] and Joseph et a1 [200 1] ha ve 
described Ihe still in detail. It is worth nCling the advantages of Ihe design: 
;.... Correc t posi ti oning of le mperature sensors prov ide for accurale temperature measu rement. 
;;.. The use of high-vacuum va lves provide constant and stable pressure cont rol. 
;.... Both liquid and vapour samples are extrac ted easily and do not affect equilibrium operating 
conditions, 
,. The use of packin g in the equ ilibrium chamber ensures rapid a ttainment of equilibrium due to 
intimate conI act between the vapour and the liquid and the ex pansion of interfac ial surface area. 
:,... Several vacuum jackets and lagg ing streams prevent both heat losses and super heating from 
occu rrin g. 
;;.. Stirring in Ihe condensate receiver e liminales tempera ture and concentral ion gradien ts. T hi s 
e nsures high reproducibility of Ihe vapour sample concentral ions. 
;.... Stirring in the boiling chamber which ensures thorough mixing of th e re turning condensate 
before evaporation. This prevent s "nashing" and produces smooth boiling. 
,. A sys le m of internal and ex ternal heaters in the boiling chambers. This fealure ensures rapid 
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3. 3 .2 Temperature and pressure measurement 
A E uro thc rm te mperature dis play was used to indicate th e resistance o f the PT-lOO tempermure 
sensor embedded in the equ ilibrium chamber. This accu rately measu red the equilibrium 
tempe rature. Before ex pe rimentati on. however. the PT- lOO temperature sensor has to be cal ibrated. 
This is di scussed in the sec ti on below. The accuracy of temperature measure ment is estimated to be 
wi thin ±O.02 K. 
The pressure was mo nitored with a Fisher pressure transducer. Accuracy of the pressure 
measurement is est imated to be within ±0.03 kPa . 
3.3.3 Pressure control 
For isobaric ope rati on the pressure is mainta ined at a constant set-po int that is con tro ll ed by a 
Fischer pressure cont ro ll er which e ithe r vents to atmosphere through needle va lve Y2 (Figure 5- 1) 
o r connects to the vac uum pump th rough soleno id valve VI (Figure 5-1). By actu ation of the 
so leno id valve. leading to a vacuum pump and atmos phere. the pressure in the still can be 
contro lled. Control of the still pressure is estimated to be within :t 0.1 % of the set pressure. 
However. before th e pressure cont ro ll er can be used it is necessary to ca librate it to de termine the 
actual pressures to wh ich it is controlling. This is discussed in Secti on 3.4.2 . 
3.3.4 Composition analysis 
The equilibrium compos itions of the samples were de termined using a gas chromatograph (GC) . 
Gas ChrOm<.llograph y is a me thod of separating and identifying ce rtain substances. For thi s projec t 
two gas chro matographs was used. For the cyc lohex.me/cthanol system a S himadzu. model GC 17A 
gas c hro matograph was used . Th is GC could not be used for the carboxy li c ac ids. as the column in 
the Shimadzu cou ld not se pa rate the carboxy li c acids. There fore. for the carboxy li c ac ids a Yarian. 
modc l 3300. GC was employed. T he co lumn used in the Vari an was a 30-m megabore capillary 
column of O.53-mm d i:.ame ter wit h 007-FFAP on fu sed sili ca. whi lst a 2.5 m long. 2.2 mm ID a nd 
3.2 mm OD sta inless steel column packed w ith 80 to 100 mesh Poropak Q was used in the 
S himadzu. A name ionisation detecto r was used in both gas chromatographs. The output from the 
Sh imadzu GC were ana lysed and converted into a peak area signal by Shimadzu integrated 
software. The ou tputs from th e Varian GC were a;lalysed by a Varian 4270 Integrator. 
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3.4 Experimental Procedure 
Experimental determinati on of vapou r-li quid equilibri a involves man y s te ps. Before commencing 
with the uctual measurement of VLE data. the V LE equipment must be tested for leaks and c leaned . 
The temperature sensor. pressure senso r a ncl gas c hromatograph must al so be ca li brated. 
3.4.1 Detection of leaks 
For sub-atmos phe ric conditi ons. to maintain stablc operati on and prevent contaminat io n of the 
nuids under in vestigati on it is necessary to e liminate an y leakage in to th e VLE equipme nt. This 
in volved drawin g a vacuum in the equipment w ith a vacuum pump and the n contro ll ing the pressu re 
to .. spec ified va lue. O nce the pressure stabilises. th e vacuum pump is switc hed off and the pressu re 
is monilOred. A n inc rease in pressure indicates the presence of a leak into the syste m Gene rall y, if a 
leak is present. it is diffi cult to detect. If the re is a leak it must be e liminated be fo re proceed ing w ith 
ex pe rimentati on. 
3.4.2 Pressure Calibration 
Prior to an y ca libration . the still must be th oroughl y cleaned to clear the still of any impu ri ti es. This 
i!- accomplished by ci rculating acetone in the VLE st ill. O peration of the VLE st ill is d iscussed 
below. O nce thi s procedure is comp lete th e acetone is emptied with any remai ning acetone removed 
by c reatin g a vac uum in the VL E still. 
For calibration of the pressure sensor. " mc rcury manomete r is connected in parallel to the pressure 
sensor. A pressure is set on the controller and once ope ration is steady the pressure readin g from the 
controller i ~ recorded . The manometer reading and a tmospheric pressure (obtained from a NrST 
tr<lceab lc e lectronic barome ter) :.Ire a lso reco rded . The true pressure is ca lcu lated as fo llows: 
p""u,,/ = P,,,,,, -1t1lteigllf( H g)1 (3- 19) 
This procedure is repeated several times. The actua l pressure is then ploued versus the pressure 
readi ng and a linea r re lationshi p is obtained . Ca libration curves are shown in Append ix 8-4 (Figure 
S· 1 ). 
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3A.3 Temperature Calibration 
T o calibrate the temperature sensor. the true temperature wi thin the still is determined and plotted 
versus the reading displayed. The true temperature is determined by boi ling a pu re component in 
the st ill at several d ifferent pressures . Provided the c he mica l is of hi g h pu rity (>99.5% pure) and 
the pressure ca libration is correct. the Antoine eq uati on can be used to determine the vapou r 
press ure te mperatures. In thi s project cyclohexane was used. A plot of these true temperatures 
versus the temperature reading yie lds u linear re lationsh ip and can be found in Appendix 8-4 
(Figure 8-2). 
3AA Calibration of the gas chromatograph 
The gas chromatographs used in the experi mentation were discussed in an earlie r secti on . The 
S himadzu. mode l GC 17A was used for the test system (cyclohexane/ethano l) and the Varian. 
model 3000. gas chro matograph was used for the bi na ry syste ms in vo lvi ng buty ric acid. The 
operatin g procedures for both these gas chro matographs are g iven in Table 3-1. 
It is important to calibrate the GC detector. as the pe rcentage compos ition g iven by the integrator 
may not be a true representa ti on. Ca libration of the GC detector was based o n the GC area rati o 
me th od. which is discussed by Raal and Milhlbaue r [ 1998]. In gene ral. fo r a bi nary syste m. it is 
possible to equate : 
x F; A, -=--
x, F~ Al 
(3-20) 
In the above equut ion. x is the mole fraction in the sample. A is the area produced by the GC 
integrator and F is the res ponse faclor. From Equation (3-20) it is obvious that to ca li brate the GC 
it is necessary to obtain the response fac lOr. Response factors are unique to systems but are 
constant regard less of sample size (Raal and Milh lbauer (1998)). However. no ! all systems have 
constant response factors throughout the e ntire compos ition ran ge. 
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Table 3·1: Gas chromatograph operating conditions 
Gas chromatrograph Shimadzu Varian 3000 
condition GC 17A 
Binary system being measured 
cyclohexane (I) isobutyric acid (1) propionic acid (1) butyric acid (1) butyric acid (1) 
+ + + + + 
ethanol (2) butyric acid (2) butyric acid (2) iso\'aleric acid (2) hexanoic acid (2) 
Nitrogen carrier gas now rate 
[rnVrnin] 35 10 10 10 10 
Oven temperature Profile 
Initial temperature [DC] 120 130 120 135 150 
Temperature ramp [DC/min] None None None None None 
Final temperature [DC] N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Hold Time [min] N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FID detector 
. D 
200 220 Temperature [ C] 220 220 220 
Attenuation 8 8 8 8 8 
Range 10 10 10 10 10 
Hydrogen flowrate [mllmin] 30 30 30 30 30 
Air flow rate [ml/min] 300 300 300 300 300 
Injector tempetature 220 240 240 240 240 
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For a clearer understanding o n the use of thi s method, an example of detector ca li bration is shown 
for the Isobutyri c acid ( I )+Butyric ac id (2) system (Figures 3-7 and 3-8). The calibration graphs for 
the other syste ms measured are given in Appendix B-4 (Figu res B-3 to BID). Nine samples were 
gravimetically prepared and analysed. A plot of A./A'1. vs. xdxz is shown in Figure 3-7. If the s lope 
(Fl/F.), of Figure 3-7 is equa l to the inverse of the s lope, (F./Fl), of Figure 3-8. it implies that the 
response factor ratios are exactl y constant over the full composi tio n range. For thi s example, the F 
rati os and thei r in verse are directly related and the response factor ratio is constant over the entire 
composition range. It is vi tal that the appli cab ility of a constant response factor be va lidated. 
'" r-----------------------------------------------------------, 
1.2 - Slope = F~FI = 1.0226::: 1/0.9799 
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Figure 3-7: Gas chromatograph (Varian 3000) calibration for isobutyric acid (1) + butyric 
acid (2) 
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Figure 3·8: Gas chromatogra ph (Varia n 3000) calibration for isobutyric acid (I ) + butyric 
acid (2) 
3.4.5 Procedure for measurement of isobaric VLE data 
Once the equipment has been tested fo r leaks. c leaned and ca librated. the actual measure ment o f 
V L E data can begin . 
Afte r the Euro the rm temperature di splay, pressure transducer and cooling wa ler suppl y is switched 
o n. the VL E still is fill ed wi th the liqu id of ime rest. It is suggested that sta rtin g with a pure 
component and then adding more and more of the second compo nent until the entire compositio n 
range is cove red . The pressu re set point is th en spec ified and the vacuum pump switc hed o n. This 
Slart s to dec rease the pressure towards the specified set point. 
O nce the system becomes stable at the spec ified pressure. the internal and externa l heaters are 
turned o n. The power input to the bo iling chamber should then be gradu a ll y inc reased until the 
' plateau ' region is reached . It is important to operate the still around thi s region . as o pe ration 
outside this reg ion would resuh in erroneous boil ing point read ings. The reade r is re fe rred to work 
done by Kne isl e t a l [1989] fo r furthe r information in this regard . It is also important that suffi c ie nt 
heat is supplied so that a fairly fast pu mping action and good c irculation is achieved . 
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Afler a whi le (generally mo re than 30 minutes). and once the temperature has stabi li sed equilibrium 
is reached. Equilibrium time differs fo r many components and it is suggested that o nce the 
temperature has stabili sed. the compositions of the vapour and liquid is analysed at short intervals. 
A constant composit ion and temperature will ve rify equi librium conditions. For the systems 
mcusurcd equi librium times ranged from 30 minu tes to 90 min utes. 
Once equilibrium has been reached temperature. liquid compos ition and vapour composition are 
noted. Samples for the vapour and liquid are re moved through the sample septa and analysed by 
gas chromatograph. For analysis. approximately 0.31J.1 of sample is injected into the gas 
chromatograph over three times and an average of the results is used in calcu lations. 
3.5 Experimental Results 
The results for the cyclohexane + ethanol system are listed in Table 3-2 and shown in Figures 3-9 
and 3- 10. This system was measured at 40kPa. The GC detector cal ibration curves for thi s system 
are shown in Appendix 8-4. Figures 8-3 and 8-4. 
Table 3-2: Vapo u r -liq uid cquilibri a for test system cycJohcxane (1) + etha nol (2) at 40kPa. 
x, y, T (K) 
0.000 0.000 329.59 
0.028 0.180 325.23 
0.155 0.503 317.56 
0.315 0.588 315.00 
0.391 0.600 314.38 
0.513 0.604 314.40 
0.550 0.601 314.70 
0.652 0.616 314.80 
0.695 0.620 314.88 
0.848 0.640 314.90 
0.928 0.686 316.42 
1 .000 1.000 325.76 
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Figure 3 -10: T -x-y diagram fo r cycJohexane (I ) + ethanol (2) at 40kPa 
0.9 
The resulls for the binary vapour-liquid equil ibria for the sys tems involving butyri c acid are shown 
in T able J-J and Figures J-I O ( 0 3- 17. A ll the systems were measured at 14kPa. Representative 
ca li brat ion curves for each of the systems under the operat ing conditions of T able 3- 1 for the Varian 
3000 gas chromatograph are shown in A ppendix B-4, F igures 8 -5 10 8 - 10 . 
• 9 
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Table 3-3: Experimental vapour-liquid equilibrium data for the acids 
x, y, T (K) 
Propionic Acid(1) + Butyric ACid(2) 




























Isobutyric Acid (1) + Butyric Acid (2) 
1 .000 1.000 327.16 
0.975 0 .987 373. 10 
0.877 0.927 374.33 
0 .792 0 .865 375.43 
0 .663 0.731 377.09 
0.52 1 0.584 378.90 
0.361 0 .407 380.80 
0 .260 0.299 381.89 
0.212 0.25 1 382.38 
0.000 0 .000 383.40 
Butyric Acid ( 1) + Isovaleric Acid (2) 
0 .000 0.000 396.18 
0 .034 0.052 394.83 
0.082 0 .11 9 394.12 
0 .196 0.266 392.56 
0.521 0.615 388.83 
0.683 0 .759 387.18 
0.810 0.858 385.95 
0.895 0.918 385.15 
1.000 1.000 383.40 
Butyric Acid (1) + Hexanoic Acid (2) 
0.000 0.000 411.41 
0.042 0.192 410.47 
0 .154 0.511 401.95 
0.323 0.732 395.86 
0 .545 0 .835 391.~ 
0.625 0.853 390.39 
0 .856 0.970 386.82 
1.000 1.000 383.40 
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Figure 3-11: x-y diagram for propionic acid (I ) + butyric acid (2) at J4kPa 
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Figure 3-12: T- X-)' diagram for propionic acid ( I) + butyric acid (2) at 14kPa 
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Figure 3-14: T-x~y diagram for isobutyric acid (1 ) + butyric acid (2 ) at 14kPa 
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Figure 3-16: T-x-y diagram for butyric acid (1 ) + isova leric acid (2) at 14kPa 
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Figure 3-18: T-x-y diagram for buty ric acid (1 ) + hexanoic acid (2) at 14kPa 
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3.6 Discussion 
To obtain accurate VLE data it is c rucial that hi gh purity c hemicals be used in experimentation. 
Cyclohexane. e thano l and butyric ac id was purc hased from Ri ede l-de Hae n. whi lst the re mai ning 
c hemica ls were purchased from Fluca Enterprises. The reagents were used without funher 
purificati on after gas chromatographic analys is showed no s ignificant impurities. The purities of 
th e reagents were also checked by the ir re fract ive indexes and compari sons with lite rature va lues 
are s hown in Table ~-4. 
Table 3-4: Refractive Index and purity of chemicals 
Reagent Refractive index (293.15 K) M inimum Purity (%) 
Experimental Reference" (as stated by supplie r) 
Cyclohexane 1.4266 1.4265 99.7 
Ethano] 1.3611 1.3612 99.8 
Butyric Acid 1.3978 1.3980 99.0 
Isobutyric 1.3935 1.3930 99.0 
Propionic Ac id 1.3807 1.3809 99.0 
Isovaleric 1.4025 1.4030 98.0 
Hexanoic Acid 1.4169 1.4163 99.0 
The result s for the cyclohexane + ethano l system are li sted in Table 3-2 and shown in Figu res 3-9 
a nd 3- 10. This sys tem was measured at 40kPa. This syste m was measured to test ex pe rime ntal 
equipme nt and procedure and was se lected because it is hi ghly non-ideal and has been used by 
vari ous authors inc luding Joseph [2001]. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 shows excellent agreement be tween 
the experimen tal data and those measured by Morachevsky & Z harov [1963] at 40 kPa. Gmehling 
and Onken [1977J assessed the quality of the data by Morachevsky & Zharov [1963] and found the 
data to be the rmodynamicall y consistent. 
Because the expe rime ntal data for the cyclohexane + ethanol compared well to the literature data 
(w hi ch was al so found to be thermodynamica ll y consistent ). a high degree of confidence was placed 
in the performance of the still and the operating procedure. This gave confidence in measuring VLE 
data fo r unknown systems. 
The res ults for the binary vapour-liquid equilibria fo r the systems involving butyri c ac id are s hown 
in Table 3-3 and Figures 3-11 to 3- 18. All the systems were measured at 14kPa. as thi s was the 
lowest pressure at which the equipment showed no pressure fluctuations. Once the data has bee n 
meas ured. it is imponant to access the qualit y of the measured data. This is usually do ne by means 
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of some thermodynamic cons istency tes t. Over the years. man y tests have been proposed to test the 
thermodynamic cons istency of the VLE data. Thermodynamic consiste ncy tests fo r binary low-
pressure VLE data is ex te nsive ly di scussed in many thermodynamic textbooks (e.g. Raa l & 
Muh lbauer ( 1998]. Walas fl995) and Prausnit z et al [ 1986). For thi s project the direct test proposed 
by Van Ness [1995] was used to test the experi mental data for cons istency. 8asically the tests 
requ ire minimizi ng the sum o f the sq uares of the difference between the ca lculated and measured 
excess G ibbs Energy (which is a func tion of the activi ty coefficients) during the red uction of the 
experimenta l da ta. Subsequent calculati on of the root mean square (RMS) value of 51n (yI /Y2) then 
measures the consistency of the data. For clarity on thi s test refer to Append ix 8 -5. According to 
Va n Ness [1995] va lues g reate r than 0.2 implies incons istent data. The ca lcu lated root mean square 
va lues are li sted in Table 3-5 and shows that all the systems measured were thermod ynamica ll y 
consistent except fo r the system bu tyric ac id + hexanoic ac id. The incons istency for th is sys te m 
could poss ibly be a llributed to the formation of trimers in the vapour phase. wh ich were not 
cons ide red in calculati on of the vapour phase fu gacit y coefficients . 
Table 3-5: Acti vity coefficient model paramete rs ( glj-gii) for NRTL equa tion a nd calculated 
RMS Bin (y, /Y2) values for consistency test. 
System g " g " g" g" RMS Sln(Y1!Y2) 
Propion ic( l ) + Butyric Acid(2) 1739.70 ·1 077.60 0.098 
Isobutyric (l) + Butyric Acid(2) -795.80 1032.50 0 .0625 
Butyric(1) + Isovaleric Acid(2) -652.28 807.30 0.0281 
Butyric(1) + Hexanoic Acid(2) 422.73 224. 11 0.3735 
As demons tra ted in Figu res 3· 10 to 3- 17 a ll the systems measured do not exhi bi t any azeotropes. 
Thi s confirms tha! the acids can be separated by d istillati on. As explained carlie r. azeotropes 
immediate ly di squa lify s imple di stillation as a separation option. Anot her. noticeab le feature of the 
x-y d iagra ms is that as the differe nce between the acid molecu les increase. so does the re lat ive 
vo l a tiliti e~. The closeness of the isobutyri c acid + bu tyric acid equilibrium curve to the 450 line. 
however suggests th at a lthough separat ion between butyri c and isobutyric ac ids is poss ib le by 
di stillat ion. it may not be feasib le. 
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To dete rmine whelher separat ion would be feas ible or nOI. the number of stages and renux rati o 
need to be calcul ated. This was done usi ng (he process simulator Hy sys and is discussed in Chapler 
4. As explained ea rlier. for Ihe proper use of Hysys an appropriate thermod ynamic model mu SI be 
se lec led to represent the liquid and vapour phases and ultimate ly the VLE of the mixture. For thi s 
project the NRTL model was used to describe the li quid phase and the virial equations of stale for 
the va pour phase. These models are di scussed in earlie r sections. The process s imulator requires 
in teract ion parameters fo r the NRTL model and these parameters were ca lculated by mode ling the 
experimental data using the gamma· phi approach as di scussed by Raal & Miihlbauer [1998]. VLE 
data reduct ion is discussed in many thermodynamic texts and has also been d iscussed by Joseph 
[200 1] and Harris [2001]. The ca lculaled interaction parameters are shown in Table 3·4. It is 
important to note that all the calculated curves in Figures 3- 19 10 3-26, exclud ing Figure 3-20. using 
the NRTL activity coefficient model and the virial equal ion of state showed good representalion of 
the experimental datu. The calcu laled T-x-y curve fo r the syste m isobutyric acid + butyric acid 
(Figure :\-20) does not predi ct the ex perimental data too we ll. A lthough the ex perimental data 
poi nts were verified in subsequent measurements. th e irregularit y in the T-x-y curve still ex isted . 
The reason for this irregularity therefore could not be explained. However. in spite of this the 
remaining curves (Figures :\-19 to 3-26) show good agreement bel\veen calcul ated and experimental 
val ues and provide confidence when using the NRTL and virial equat ion of state models in Ihe 
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Fig ure 3-24: Fit of NRTL model to T-1'-)' di ag ram of but),ri c acid (1 ) + isovaleric acid (2) at 
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In Chapter 2. di s tillati o n was c hose n as i.I bttse ca se fo r separation of butyri c ac id and isobutyric acid 
from the rest of the s tream, for subsequent purification by c rystallizatio n. 
Distillation is a process in which Cl liquid or vapour mixture of two o r more substances is separated 
into it s component fractions o f desi re d purity, by the app li ca tion and removal of heat. The ex te nt o f 
separati on depends on the difference in volatility be tween the componCnlS. This is direc tl y related 
10 the VLE data o f the mixtures . Therefore, proper applica ti on of un y distillat ion operat ion would 
requ ire appropriate VLE dat a. Several Iypes of di stillati on are reponed in literature, each of which 
are designed 10 perform spec ifi c types of separation and each varying in complex ity. One broad way 
of classifying th e type of di stillation is the mode of operat io n . This could eit her be re presc nted by 
batch distillation o r continu ous di st illation . Continuous di st ill at ion is di scussed in thi s chapter. 
A typical diagram of a s imple cont inu o us di s till ation column is shown in Figure 4-1 . The feed (F) 
c nt e r~ the column at a certain fl ow ratc. te mperaturc and pressure. These cond iti o ns d e fine th e 
conditi on of the feed (q). The produc t fro m the top o f the col umn is removed a s a liquid distillate 
(D) contain ing th e mo re volatile compone nt s of the feed. The heavier component s are removed as 
the bottoms (B ) product. Some of th e liquid from the lOp of the column is sen l back to into th e 
co lumn as re flux (L) to inc rease the purity of the di s tillate. The reflux ratio (R). w hich is equal 10 
the rati o of the re flux to th e di st ill ate there fo re . contro ls the desired component purity in the 
di st illnte. 
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Figure 4·1: Sketch of ~I typica l continuo us distillation column. 
A flowshceting program. Hy.~ys. was uscd to s imulate th e continuous distillation process employed 
for fractio nut ioll o f the \V;'lsle acid stream. However berore s imulation, VLE unit d iagrams, 
'lpproximate estimati on mcth ods and vari ous ri gorous me thods are bric n y rev iewed. This is d one to 
judge w he ther th c simul ati on ren cc ts the real world, un de rstand how th e s imulntor works and 
analyse the results obtained by a conve rged si muln.t ion. 
4 .1 VLE unit diagrams 
Nowada ys. computcr!>o <Ire being widdy used fo r dist illation design. However, Ki ster [1992] states 
that grap hic' ll tec hniques arc still widely lI sed in modern di st ill:1tion technology. He s uggests lI sing 
gruph ica l techniques as an analy tical tool to \·isuali se and enabl e spOiling pinched conditi ons. 
excessiv\! rl!nux. incorrect reed poi nts. and nonopt imal thermal cond itions of the feed. For th is 
project. VLE unit diagrams (also known as x-y diagrams) were employed mainly for sc reen ing 
distillation m. a unit ope rati on and visualizing the result s obtained by computer s imulati on. 
The M cC..tbc-Thielc 11925] des ign mc thod i!' the mOSt widel y lI sed graph ical technique in 
di slillat ion design . By the simple appli cat ion of th is me th od 10 an availab le VLE x-y curve 
(obtained us di scussed in prev io ll s chaplcr). thc number of tr<lys required to perfonn a binory 
separati on is estimated. This me thod is ex tens ively discussed in most books in volving di stillation, 
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viz. Kister {1992]. Geankoplis [1993]. Trcybal [1980] and Perry & Green [1997]. The major 
assumpt ion for this method is that it ass ullles constant molar overnow and thi s implies that : 
;.> The molar heat s of vaporization of the components a re the same. 
>- Heat effects (heat s of solutio n. heat losses to and from column. etc.) are negligible. 
:;. For every mole of vapour condensed. I mole of liquid is vaporised . 
The application of the McCabe·Thiele method in screening distillation for separating butyric acid 
frOIll isobutyric acid is shown in figure 4·2. The d iagram was constructed with the following 
speci fication s: 
>- Mole fraction isobutyric acid in feed = 0.3 
,. Di still ate compositioll (isobutyric acid) = 0.9 
,. 801l0l11s composition (isobutyric ;:cid ) = 0.1 
,.. Feed available as saturated vapour 
The above va lues were selected because they represellt the existing feed conditions and the acids 
are to be produced in purities greater than 90% to be commerciall y attractive. 
A millllllum renux ratio of 17 and 24 theoretical rlates is obtained via the McCabc Tllicle method. 
Two important conclusions that immediately eliminate di stillation for purification of these two 
acids arc drawn frum these resu lt s. Firstly. for product purities greater than 90% exceptionally high 
renux ratios will be required. This result s in higher condenser and reboiler du ties and therefore 
much higher opera tlllg costs. Secondly. the aclUal number or plates will be much greater than the 
theoretical valuc. Thi s is because tray efficiencics a re not considered in the method. Also. to run at 
an optimal rcnux ratio more than 50 trays wou ld be required to obtain des irab le separat ion. T his 
increases the capit.!! and maintenance costs of the plant drastically. In such instances. Seader & 
Henley [J 998] Sllggcst that di stillation not be considered as a bnse case and other altematives be 
invetsigatcd. 
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Figur(' 4-2: McC ab(' Thiclc diagram for separation of Isobutyric acid and Butyric acid 
Unfortunately. the McCabc Thiele method is only limited to binary di stillation. Hengstebeck [1961J 
extended the use of x·y diagrams 10 Illulticomponcnt systems. However il is not as widely reviewed 
as the McCabe Thiele method. l-I engstcbeck 's book [ 1961] shou ld be consulted fo r a detailed 
discussion on his method . Briefly, Il engstebeck {1961] treats a multicomponent separatio n as a 
binary separation between the kcy components . This is based on the fact that in a typica l di st illation 
the nowrates of the nonkey component s approaches constant. lim iti ng rates in both th e rectifyi ng 
and st ripping sect io ns. Therefore, this method should not be used if the presence of non-key 
components has any sig nificant effect o n the volat il ity of the key com ponent s. Hengstcbeck 
diagrams are applied in visualizing simula tion result s and is d isc ll ssed in Section 4.5. 
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4 .2 Numerical Short Cut Methods 
Graphical techn iques (x-y diagrams) are ge nera ll y applied to visual ize a separation prob lem . 
Shortcul nume ri ca l methods provide a starting poi nt for v<l ri ous rigorous so luti on techniques. Fo r 
most process s imulators. it is recommended that a short cu t di s tillation be performed prior to 
si mulation by ri gorous techniques. The refore it is import am to be fam iliar w ith the various shoncut 
Ilumerical me thods which cou ld be used by process s imulators. It must be emphas ized, however. 
that shon cut met hods are onl y acc urate under the fo llowing two conditi ons: 
;... The component s invo lved must form an ideal solut ion wi th constant re lative volatilit ics. 
;... The nonkey componems do not have vo la tilit y values be tween the two key component s. 
For thi s p;Lrtielllar project the above conditions are not sati sfied. 
The two mo~ t frequentl y lI sed e mpiri cal methods for estimating stage requ irements for 
nlllltico mponelll di st illations me correlati ons publi shed by Gilliland (1940) and by Erbar and 
Maddox [ 196 IJ . These relate the numbe r o f ideal stages (N) required for a given se paration. at a 
given re flux ratio (R). to the min imum number of stages (N"un) at total reflu x and the minimum 
rcnux ratio (R "l,n)' For computer use the e mpirica l cur ve of Gilli lund has been replaced by an 
equ'lt ion published by Edu ljee f1975 ). This is shown in Equa tion (4- 1). 
N - N mln 
N+l (
RP JO"" = 0.75 - 0.75 - '"un 
R +l 
(4· ' ) 
T o u!'>c Equati on (4- 1) es timates of the numbe r of stages at tot;11 rcflux and the minimum re flu x rutio 
ure necckd. 
M inimum numbe r of stages 
The two most common methods used to de termine minimum number o f stages are by Fcnske 
(1932] and \Vinn lI958]. These methods are kn own as the Fenske equation and Winn' s 
modifica ti on respec tive ly. The mo le fracti on of the key component s in the disti ll ate (D). in the 
botto ms (B) and the average rel at ive vo lati lity of the key component s are related to the minimu m 
number of stages (N"",,) by Equation (4 -2). 
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This cquation was proposcd by Fcnske fI932]. and ca lculates Nmj"at conditions or tota l reflux. 
N ,..M = 
In (;;;: 1 (::': 1. 
In (0u.:/lIJ: ) "'. 
(4-2) 
\\' inn's modification is s imilar to the Fenske equation. however it accounts for si tuations where un 
average relative volatility cann Ot be used due 10 Inrge volatility variations with temperature . 
Minimum reflll x ratio 
ColburIl 11941] and Und e rwood [1948J derived equatIons for estimating the minimum reflux rati o 
for multicomponem sys tc ms. Ki stc r [1992] suggests the Underwood method as the most widely 
used. The equation can be sta ted in the form (4-3): 
ax 
" , .. . 1 =R + 1 
L.., f) e'" a-, 
where: n, = the re lati ve vo latility or component i with res pect to the heavy key component. 
R",,,, = the minimul11 reflux ratio. 
X i.,] = mo le rraction or component i in the distillate. 
and A is thc root me'lll squa re of the Equat ion (4-4 ): 
ax 




where: X,f = the mole fraction of component i in the feed, and q depends on the condition of the 
feed. 
e is calculated using Equation 4-4. by a trial and error procedure. The ntl ue of 8 must lie between 
th e \'a lucs of the relativc vo latility of the light and heavy keys. 
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Feed Stage Location 
Estimates of the feed stage location are also required for spec ifica tion in rigorous di stillation 
methods. Kirkhridge [1944] developed an approximate method for dctenni ning feed locations: 
where: Nit = number of stages above the feed. including the condenser 
N~ = number of stages below the feed. including the reboiler 
ZIIK.ZJ K = component mole fractions of the heavy key and light key in the feed 
B. D = Bottoms and distillate flow respectively. 
XII.! K = mole fraction of light key component in bottoms 
XU.IIK = mole frac tion of heavy key compo nent in distillate 
The results produced by simulati ng a short cut d istilla tio n in 1~I 'sys are shown in Tab le 4-1 . 
Tabl£' 4- 1: n.csu lls obta ined by s h o rl cul d ist ill at io n u s ing Hy !oJ's 
Operating pressure (kPar 50 
Feed flow (kmol/hr 12.81 
Operating reflux Ratio 3.8 
Mole fraction light key in bottoms - 0.13 
Mole fraction heavy key in distillate" 0 .015 
Bottoms Flow (kmol/h) 4.60 
Distillate Flow (kmol/h) B.21 
Minimum reflux ralio· 2.0 
Minimum number of Irays 12 
Number of theoretical trays 18 
Feed stage location 
(from lap) 11 
(4-5) 
• > . . -. I arameters used as mput m I-I.\'\l ·.~ simulat io n. I hcsc valucs were chusen 10 obtain an 0Plimum 
separation between the two key component s. 
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Data for compos ition and n ow of the waste acid st ream ns suppli ed $asol (Table 2-5) were used to 
d e fin e the feed stream for the s hortcut di stillati on. Butyric acid was chosen as th e light key 
component and isova le ri c acid :IS th e he :lvy key compone nt. This is because distillation was 
se lec ted fo r separati ng the lighter acids (Butyric acid and isobutyri c acid) from the rcst of the waSh! 
stream. Since isova leric "cid is closest to bu tyri c acid in compos itio n and volat ili ty it is like ly to 
expect all component s less vo latil e th an isova le ri c acid (e.g. va le ric acid and hexano ic ac id) to end 
lip in the bo tto ms of a di stillati on column. Similarly, any component more vo latil e than butyric acid 
will end lip as the tOp produc t o f a distillation column. The concept of key compone nt s is di scussed 
more clearly in Section 4-5. Result s obtained by thi s shortcut dis tillati on procedure are the n used 10 
provide estimates fo r s imulations usi ng ri gorous so lution techniques. 
4 .3 Rigorous Distillation Calculations 
As sta ted ea rli e r. shortcUI di stillati on calculati ons are limited to ideal solutions and mostly to binary 
di stillati on . Ri gorous distillat ion ca lcu lmions provide much highe r accuracy and accounts fo r man y 
limita tions encountered by short cut di stillati on calculati ons. M ost tltllhors. including Holland [1981] 
and K i!'le r [ 1992] in!' ist on us ing ri goroll s methods for all di stillat ion designs. 
/\ ri gorou!'> di still at ion calculation bas ically involves solv ing a group of equations (a lso known a s 
MES H eq uati on!'» which desc ribe the steady state behavior of a distill.llion column. These equat ions 
are 0.1 <; fo ll ows: 
;... Mate rial and fl ow rate balance eq uati ons. both component and total. 
}o.- Eq uilibrium equ'lIions incl uding the bubble point and dew point equations. 
:,... SU llllllation or sto ic hiome tric eq uatio ns. 
;.... I-i t!n t or emhOllpy or ene rgy balances. 
A lso. whe n a ri gorous calcu lation is performed. the foll owing is usually spec ified: 
;.... Rat e. compos ition and condition of the fecd . 
;.... Number of stages in th e co lumn . 
;.... Feed stage locatio n. 
}o.- Separntion speci ficati ons. 
;.... Co lumn pressure profil e. 
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Over the past years man y methods have been deve loped to so lve the MESH equations. Up umil 
recentl y e ight basic classes ha ve been published. These are listed. together w ith the ir applications. 
in Table 4-2. T hc reader is re ferred to Ki ster's book ( 1992] for a mo re de tailed revie w on these 
methods. The inside-out methods have become the 1110St commonly used method in most process 
simulators because of its robustness and ils abi lity to solve i\ w ide varie ty of col umns. 
Tablc 4-2 : The e ight b~ls ic methods for d go rolls dis tillation calculati o ns 
Mct hod Application 
Bo iling Poi nt Narrow boi li ng, idea l systems 
Sum R:nes Widest boi ling systems 
2N Newto n Narrow boiling sys tems, few trays 
Global Newton All types of mi xtures including non ideal. 
Relaxation Non ideal nnd reac ti ve sys tems 
Inside-out Wide va ri ety of bo iling systems, includ ing ideal and non ideal systems 
Noncq u i I i bri l1m Highl y nonideal and reactive systems 
HOll1otopy Difficult to so lve col umns 
For the purposes of thi s project, thc fl owsheeting program H )'sys was a\'ailable for use and it was 
programmed lIsing the ins ide-oll t method pub li shed by Russe l [1983]. This method is sugges ted to 
wo rk well for ~ys tellls containing a wide va rie ty of boili ng point ranges and for both ideal and 
noniclcal systems. It also allows for a wide variety of specificati ons incl ud ing mUltiple purity. 
However. there must be ::t balance between the number o f spec ifi cat ions and the va ri ab les. O ne 
apparent limitat ion in thi s method is the fai lure of the program to account for cnthalpy effec ls of the 
acids due to associati ons in the vapo ur phase. 
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4.4 Hysys simulation 
Using a process simulator can be time consu ming and frustrating if lI sed in a hnphazard manner. 
M o re importantly. not understanding the correct procedure can provide incorrec t results. The 
fo llowing discussion deals with th e procedure used to s imulate di stillat ion of the was te ac id st ream . 
a) The most important cons iderat io n when start ing the si mulation is to selec t the correct 
th e rmod ynamic package. All future results depend primarily on the thermodyn:l.lnic p3ckage 
(ClrlSOIl I [996]). Since th e N RTL equiui on worked we ll for modeling the VLE data of 
carboxyli c ac ids (Chapte r 3). it was deci ded to use the NRTL model for the the rmodynamic 
package. 
b) The components present in the waste st ream were se lected from the Nysyx database. Most of the 
compone nts were available on the databuse. Compone nt s heptano ic acid, 2-cyc lohexen-l-one, 3 
heptenc-2-onc tram;, pheny l butyrate, cyclopenty l acetate. cyclo hexy l acetate were treated as 
hypotheti ca l components , the properties o f which were predicted usi ng the UNrFAC method . 
c) Experi mental binary int eraction coefficients for key compone/1l pairs were then entered. These 
interac ti on coeffic ien ts were obtained llsing experimentnl VLE data and are d iscussed in 
Chapter 3. For di st ill:uion it is vital to have inte raction coeffi cients which accurately estimate 
"<lper- liq uid equil ibrium. Inter.lct ion coefficients for the non key components were estimated 
usi ng the UNIFAC estimation technique. Although. thi s could lead to design unce rtainties. th e 
justifi cat ion for Ihi s approach is the assu mption that th e nonkey compo nents d o not affecl the 
volatility of the key components. This is ve rifi ed in the ne xt chapter concern ing bntch 
distillation. 
d ) The feed stream was thc: n defined using cond iti ons supplied by Sasol (Table 2-5). 
c) A s ho rtc llt di stillation was then nm 10 provide es timates for the number of equilibrium stnges 
refl ux rati o and feed tray locat ion. Shortcut d isti llation methods have been di scussed in Sec tion 
4-2. 
f) Finally , the r igorou ~ distill ation was si mulat ed with estimates obtained by the shortClll 
disti ll ation. 
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4.5 Simulation Results 
Results o btained by the converged Hysys s imulat ion me shown in Table 4-3 . The feed e nters the 
co lumn as !'libcooled liquid. The product compos itions are g iven in Table 4-4. F igure 4-3 shows 
c hanges o f vapour compos ition from stage to stage fo r the ma in components in the feed. Figure 4-4 
shows the composi tion profile in the liquid phnse . 
Table 4-3: Hysys s imulat ion res ults 
Average operating pressure 45 
kPa) 
Maximum operating temperature tc) 
146 
Number of theoretical 
s taqes 18 
Optimum ref lux ratio 3.8 
Stage efficiency 60% 
Recove ry of Butyric Acid 89% 
Recovery of Isobutyric Acid 98% 
Feed Flow-Waste acid stream (m"/h) 1.33 
Distillate Flow - Recovered stream (m Ih) 0.82 
Bottoms Flow- Heavy acids (m Ih) 0.5 1 
Tahle 4-4 : Feeu nn d prouuct flow ra te fo r ma in comp o n e nt s 
Volume Flows (m I h) 
Feed Distillate Bottoms 
Propionic acid (n-C J ) 0.02 0.02 0 .00 
Isob utyric acid (i-C 4 ) 0.28 0.27 0.01 
Butyric acid (n-C 4 ) 0.51 0.45 0.06 
Isovaleric acid (i-Cs) 0 .14 0 .02 0 .13 
Vale ric acid (n-Cs) 0.14 0.00 0.14 
Hexanoic acid (n -C6 ) 0.07 0.00 0.07 
Heptanoic acid (n-C7 ) 0 .07 0.00 0.07 
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Figure 4-4: Liquid composition profile of dis tillation column 
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4.6 Analysis of Simulation Results 
The profil es obtained in Figures 4·3 nnd 4-4 nre best inte rpreted by the volatilities of the vanous 
species . Average re lative volntilities are as foll ows: 
T able 4-5: Vola tility of ma in components 
Component Volatility (relative to n-C4 ) 
n-e3 1 .9 






The sl.!par:ni on is be ing ach ieved prima ri ly be tween butyri c acid and isova leric acid, si nce, as s hown 
in Tuble 4 -4. most of the butyric acid and almost all of the more volatil e compone nts appear in the 
distillate. while Illost of the isoval eric ac id and almost all of the less volatile componems appear in 
the bottoms. Butyric acid and isovaleric ac id arc therefore called the key components. the more 
vo lati le (butyric ac id) be ing the light key and isovaleric bei ng the heavy key . These components 
appear in both the di sti ll ate and bottoms. whil e the other component s (ca ll ed non keys) arc prese nt 
almOSI exclus ive ly in either the bottoms or dist ill ate. Propion ic acid and isobutyri c acid are called 
light non keys s ince they are more vo latile than the light key. while valeric acid. hexano ic ucid and 
hcptanoic acid are considered heavy non keys as th ey are less volat ile than th e heavy key 
componen t. 
Considering Figu res 4-3 and 4-4 , it is apparent that all components are present in thei r s ign ificant 
amounts 0.11 the feed stage. This is logical since all components a re present in the feed which is 
introduced ut th at poi nt. Above the feed the heavy non keys (n ~C~. n-C6 and Il-C7) in both the liquid 
and vapour di e out rapidly. Because of their low re lati ve volatility with respect to all th e ot her 
components present , these components do nOt enter the upflowing vapour on the stages above the 
feed to a Inrge extent, and thu s arc not abl e to pass upward in the column far above the feed. A few 
s tages suffice 10 reduce the mole fraction to a very low value. Vuleric ac id is more volatile than 
hexanoic acid and he ptanoic ucid and he nce pe rsists for a g reater number of stages. Similarly the 
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light non keys , propionic ac id and isobut yri c ac id, are so vo lat ile that th ey d o nOt enter the liquid to 
any great ex tent and thus ar~ unabl e to now down the column to an y substant ia l ex tent. The refore. 
thes!! compo nent s drop to very low concentrati ons a few stages be low the feed. 
Nex t, it shou ld be no ted that the light non keys, propioni c ac id and isobutyri c ac id , ha ve relativel y 
constalll mole frac ti o ns in th e li quid itnd va pour above the fecd until a point some twO to threc 
stages fro m the top of the column. These two components ap pe ar mo re sign ifi calllly in the di still ate 
produ c t. The same appli es for th e heavy no n keys, w ith vale ric acid, hexanoic acid and heptnll o ic 
acid being presen t in the bottom produ c t at more s ignificalll ama UrH s. Kin g ( 1971] de ri ved a simple 
equati o n fa r est imati ng the li miting ma le frac ti on of the nankey companellls in a zone where it has 
a constant mole fraClion below th e feed . For the heavy non keys he proposed Equations 4-6 and 4-7 
for limiting va pour and liquid composi tions res pec ti ve ly. 
B 
V· 
.rI/x/<, .hm = ___ --'--'--1 
a U;IIINK - [ 
where: Y II NKhn, = limiting vapor mo le frac tion of heavy non key 
XU"".II = bott oms I iquid mole frac tion of heavy non ke y 
O I.""IN" = re lat ive volat ili ty of light key w ith respecl 10 heavy nonkcy 
B. V ' = bott o ms liquid and va por n ow respec ti ve ly 
-"IINK.hm 




whe rL' XI!"'':'' .I"" is the limiting li qui d mole frac ti on of tbc heavy no n key and K H S " is an equ ili brium 
\';du c ( = YIN"/xIlS"). 
For thc li g ht Il onkcys Kin g [1971] propOSCi- Equ:llions 4-8 and 4-9 for limit ing liquid a nd vapo r 
compos itio ns respective ly. 
\' (DJ 
• lfiA".D L ) 
ex I.m.: I m: - I 
, -• /.". /<; .1"" (4 -8) 
whe re: XL.NK.I"" = limiting liq uid mole fract ion or" heavy nonkey 
YLNK.U= distillate vapo r mo le fraction of heavy non key 
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ClI.NKlHI( = re lati ve volatility o f li ght non key key w ith respect to heavy key 
D, L = Di stillate and reOux n ow respective ly 
.vu",; .l"" ::= x u "'; .I,," X K u; 
DISTILLATION 
(4-9) 
where Y tNK.h", is the limiting vapor mole fract io n of the li ght nonkey and KLI( is an equilibrium va lue 
( = yu;lxu.J. Table 4-6 be low shows values obtained us ing equations propose? by Kin g [1971} and 
those from th e Hysys simulation. C:lI cul ated va lues compare reasonabl y wi th th ose from pro fil es in 
Figu res 4-3 an d 4-4. 
T:l b lc 4-6: Li m it ing compositions for nonkc)' components. 
Limiting liquid composition Limiting vapour composition 
Light Keys a b a b 
Propionic acid (n -C3 ) 0.012 0.090 0.027 0.02 
Isobutyric acid (i·C4 ) 0.243 0.194 0.263 0.23 
Heavy Keys 
Valeric acid (n-Cs) 0.056 0.050 0.048 0.04 
Hexanoic acid (n-C6 ) 0.032 0.025 0.022 0.02 
Heptanoic acid (n-C7 ) 0.029 0.022 0.009 0.001 
Notes 
a denotes val ues calclllated by Kin g' s [ 197 1] equat ions. 
b de notes , 'alues es timated fro m profi les in Figures 4-3 and 4-4. 
The mo le frac ti on curves fo r the two keys. butyric ac id and valeric acid. in Figures 4-3 and 4-4 m ay 
be unde rstood in lig ht of the nbove di scuss ion of th e non ke y profiles . The keys adjust in mole 
fmc tion so as to accommodate frac ti o nation against the non keys as we ll liS against one another. 
Therefore, the mole fraction of buty ri c acid tends to increase upward. and the mo le fract ion of 
iSQ"nleric acid tend:-. to inc rease downward in the co lumn as 11 renec ti o n of the frnc ti onati o n 
between the two keys . At the very bo tto m or the co lumn the compos it ion of bo th the keys tend to 
s tnrt dec reasi ng dow nward . This is the result of fractionati on of the keys w ith the heavy nonkeys. 
Similarly. at th e very top of the column, thc re is fractionati on of thc ligh t non keys against the keys . 
The te mperature profile fo r the simulati on is shown in Figure 4·5. As can be seen the temperature 
c hanges most rapidly nt the top of the column and in the vicinit y of the feed stage locati on. These 
arc the regions where the composit ions o f the components are changing the fastest. 
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Figure 4-5 : Temperature profile for dis tillation column 
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Compos itio n proril e pl o ts o ft en sho\V the bui ldup of components in the colu mn, forced th e re by the 
heavie r or l igh te r components. These profiles do not s ho \V the re lative separmion be t\Vee n the key 
component s and the re fore x-y diagrams are be tte r suited. Hengs te beck (196 I J sugges ted a nal yzing 
the pe rformance of a Illulti component di stillation in te rms of an eq ui va lent binary di stillati on based 
upon the keys a lone. This procedure has the feature of providing a familinr graphicnl representation 
of the di st illntion process which assists in understanding through v i suali z~ltion . 
I'knp.lcbcck·s me thod sugges ts trc~uing a multicomponent distillat ion as a binary involving the 
k!.!ys if the flows and compos itiom are based on the two keys alone. There fore the composition of 
the light key (y' ".C-I. X· n.C-I) is re lated to th e ac tual composi ti on and are calculated us ing Equat ions 4-
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Figure 4-6 shows the vapour liquid equilibrium curve for the equivalent binary system obtained 
u~ing Hengstebeck's method. If the non keys do not affect the volali lit), of the key components, it is 
important thnt the curve obtained by thi s method compares favorably with the equilibrium curve 
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As can be seen in Figure 4-6, thl!fc is good ngreemcnt between the curw produced by the simu lator 
(shown by the bold line) and thC' expe rimental curve (denoted by c ircl es). It !TIust be noted, 
how\:!ver. that the simulnlion in thi s instance was nm at an operating pressure of 14kPa for 
comp:lri son with experimentally measured VLE data , Jf the relative volati lity of the key 
component s were constant , th ere would not be a sudden shift in the CUf\'e as shown in Figure 4-6. 
However. in thi s particu lar case the re lative volatility is a function of tempe ralllre. This portion of 
the cu rve relates to the position of the feed :md as noticed in Figure 4-5 there is il sudden change in 
temperature at this local ion. 
Rose [1985] suggests c hecking s imulation programs by tes ting the program sens iti vity to 
parameters. In thi s way a decision can be made as to wh ich propenies need to be de termined 
experimentally. Ge nerall y, the mos t uncertaint ies in d istillation simu lations mise from unce rtninti es 
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in the VLE clnt,} (Nelson et <11 [1983]). For this project. simulations with an incorrect representation 
of the VLE data of the key components drastically changed the simu lation results. Therefore. the 
VLE data or the key components were experimentally detennined. 
Ultilll<l tely. the silllul<ltion results show that butyric acid and isobutyric acid can be economically 
separated rrom the rest of the waste acid stream in a s ingle distil lat ion column. Si nce distillation is 
widely prac ticed and well documented. no experimental work was done to verify the simulation 
results and continuous distillation experiments should be considered at a pilot pl.ant stage. However. 
batch work was undel1aken 10 verify the relative separa tion betwcen the key components. This is 






The result of simu lating n con tin uous d isti llati on column in Chapter 4 showed thal se paration of 
butyric onc! isobuty ri c acids from th e rest of the waste acid s tremn is theorc ticnlly possible. Due to 
the huge e xpe nses and time requ ired 10 build a cOnlinuous distillation column a simple batch 
distillation experiment was recommended and undertaken. The main objec ti ve of thi s experiment 
was to verify separati on of the acids us ing n sample of the waste acid stream obtai ned from Sasol. 
Batc h di stillat ion also provides in valuable insight into the actual process of di still ing the w as te acid 
s tream and identifies possib le problem s that can n Ot be ident ified by simulations. 
B:lICh distillation a s Cl s pecific indu strial unit operation, h.:ls received renewed inte re st during the last 
few yea rs (Fu rl onge ct nl [J999J). This is espec in lly so s ince th e re has been an incre ase in the 
market for s mall volume, hi g h value. speci.:llty chemicals. Also batch disti ll at ion is more flexibl e 
than other unit operations because the same cC]ll ipment can be used fo r severa l produc ts and 
operat ing condi ti ons. Batch di stillation is d iscussed in many texts iO\'olv ing disti llat ion v iz. Perry 
[ 1998]. Sen.der & H e nley [1 998] nod Kister [ 1992]. The reade r is referred to these texts for in -depth 
coverage o f this topic. In thi s Chnpte r, batch distillati o n equipme nt and experimental procedures are 
d iscussed. Experimental results nre nlso presented a nd di sc ussed. 
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5 .1 Experimental Setup 
The batch d isti llat io n equip ment seHlp is sh own in Figure 5- I . The various componen ts of the 
experimental set-up include a Batc h Distillation still, Schott ID/and Pyrex 5 I ballast flasks, n 
TECHNE cold finger, a Fi scher YKH 100 preSSllre controller, a LABOTEC water bnth with glyco l 
- wnter mix nnd two pumps (a vacuum pl11llp and a water r~circ ulation pump) . 
To atmosphcre 
P, 
'-"'==-'" w n 
UF: Scholl & Pyrcx b:lllast nasks 
CF: TECH NE cold fi ngcr 
OS: Batch d ilOtillation still 
rrc: Fi sc her pressure contro ll er 
P I: Pump I (vacuum pump) 
»1: Pump 2 (watcr rccirc ulati on pump) 
PS: Fi shcr pres.~u rc sensor 
QC: Pyrex glnss con{knser 
VI: Solenoid valve 
Vc: Nt'cdle vnJ\'c 
PS 
QC 
\ \'B: LADOTEC water b:l.\h with glycol- water mix 








CHAPTER 5 BATCH DISTILLATION 
5.1 . l' Batch Distillation Apparatus 
There me variOlls types of batch distillation column configurations. Figure 5-2 shows the va ri OllS 
types of column configurations that are most commonly used. 
T he simplest form of a batch st ill (Figure 5-2a) consis\.') of a heated \'essel (pOt or reboiler) and a 
condenser. No trays or packing are used; therefore these stills d o not pro\'idc separation to <lny great 
extent. For;J more detailed discussion on these types of columns the readl!r is rde rred to the tex t of 
Scadel' & Henley 11998). 
By nnalogy wit h continuous dist illation co lumns, the convent iona l batch distillat ion column is 
known as a "batch rect ifier" (Figure 5-2b). T his column consists of a h~nted vessel (pot or reboiler), 
a condenser and a tray or packed column (rectifying column). The rectifying col um n concentrates 
the more volatile components in the vapol'. The feed mixture is introduced ill the bottom and the 
desired product is removed through the top of the co lumn (distillnte). 
In contrast to a "batch rectifier", an invcned batch d istillntion column (Figure 5-2c) concentrates the 
less \'olatilc components in the liCJuid. T his column is also known as "batch st ri pper", where the 
feed mixture is introd uced at the top of the colu mn and the des ired product is re moved from the 
I'cboiler (bOHOIllS). The reader is refe rred to work by Bernot et al ( 1991) for a comprehens ive 
rcview on this Iype of co lumn. 
The mos t recent de\,e lopment in Ihe configurat ion of batch distil!;\tioll columns is the middle vesse l 
b;\tch distillation column (Figun: 5-3d). Th is type of column was first proposed by D~vyalith ct al 
1198 I] and is extensively reviewed by Snfrit [1996] and most recent ly by Barl o & Bottean [ 1997]. 
In this type of column the feed is split between the condenser and the reboiler with the more volatile 
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F ig ure 5-2: D:1tch dis tillnti on - (:1) s imple dis tillntio n, (b) batch rec lifi er, (c) batch s trippe r , 
( d ) middle vessel column. 
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T 
Fig ure 5 -3: Batc h Dis till at ion apparatus. 
For tht! purposes of this project, a batch rectification s till was used (Figure 5-3). Th is still was used 
in experimentat ion s ince th e aim of batch disti ll at ion in this project was to recover butyric and 
isobm yric ncids, whi ch nre th e more volatile components. The still consists of a rectifyi ng co lumn 
(RC) with a condenser (C), reboi le r (R) and distillate collect ing equipment (D). The rectify ing 
column is n vncuum jacketed glnss nppnratlls equipped with stainless steel pack ing providing an 
equivalent of four theoretical trays. The reboi ler is e lec trically heated and n glycol-wa ter mixture 
cools the condenser. A thermomete r (T) is also located in th e reboiler. The flow of li quid from th e 
condenser can be split into (a) reflux to the column and (b) overhead disti llate product, which fill s 
into th e d istillnte collecting equipment. This is achieved by opening o r closing valve V~. 
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5. 1.2 . Temperature and pressure measurement 
A thennometer present in the reboiler mensured the temperature. The pressure was monitored with 
a Fischer pressure transducer. Tht: <lCCUnlCY in temperature and pressure measurements was not 
investigated in the batch distillation experiments. as the main aim of the experimcnts was to 
determi ne if separa tion of the aeids is possible. 
5.1 .3. Pressure control 
For isobari..: operat ion the pressure was maintained at a constant set~poi n t that wns 
(';olltrolled by a Fi sche r pressure controller which either vents to atlllosphere th rough needle 
val ve V 2 or connects to the vacuum pUIllP through so leno id va lve VI (These va lves arc 
shown in Figure 5-1). By actuation of the solenoid va lve. lead ing to a vacuum pllmp or 
a tmosphere. thc pressure in the st ill was controlled. Contro l of the s till pressure was 
estimated to be w ithin ± 0. 1 % of the sel ~poi nt pressure. 
5. 1.4. Composition analysis 
The composit ions of" the distillate samples were determined using a Varian. model 3300. gas 
chromatograph (GC). T he column used was a 30·m Illcgabore capillary column of O.5J~l1lm 
diameter wi th 007~ FFAP on fused si li ca. The name ionisation detector was used. 
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5.2 Experimental Procedure 
The npparatus was firs t cleaned and tested for leaks in a s imilar procedure described in Chapter 3. 
Once thi s was successfully completed the actual batc h d ist illation experiment was conducted. 
5.2.1 Start-up 
A sample of the waste Sll"l;:am as obtained from SASOL was firs t analysed by the gas 
chromatograph to dete rm ine the compos ition of the waste ac id stream. The reboiler was the n filled 
with 4501111 of th is sample. The pressure con tro ll e r was then switched on and a pressure of 250kPa 
was then set. At th is point the vacuum pump was switched o n, afler which the sole no id valve (VI in 
Figur~ 5-1) was open. Thi:; decre'lsed the pressure towards the set-pain! pressure. The cold finger 
(Fi gure 5- 1) wns th en turned on to maintain a temperature of ISoC in the water bath. The cooling 
liq uid pump (P"2 in f"i gure 5- 1) was al so switched 011. 
5.2.2 Heating of the fluid in the Reboiler 
Once the system had reached the se t-po int pressure, the power input to the reboiler was switched 
all. The power in put was then gradually increased to prevent the liquid in the reboile r from boiling 
too fast and the refo re fl ooding the co lumn. The liquid was brought to bo il with the system under 
to tal reflux. This meant that the reflux va lve Vs (Figure 5-3) had 10 be closed . A cycling procedure 
was then lIsed to .set the pattern for co lumn operat ion. Operating procedures have been deve loped 
by Bogan [1 937J, Smoker & Rose [1 940J and Scrodth et al [1967J. For thi s project the method 
developed by Scrodth et <'11 [ 1967J was adoptcd a:; it is recommended for difficult ind us trial 
~eparil ti on s . The unit was then operated at tot a l reflux \1I1til cquilibrium was establi shed. 
5.2.3 S ampling and analysis 
Samples were withdrawn according to the following establi shed procedure (developed by Scrodth et 
01 [1 967Jo 
r Once equilibrium was established at total reflux, reflux valve Vs (Figure 5-3) was full y open. A 
SOml di stillate sample was then removed as lotal draw-off for a short period of ti me. after whic h 
the co lumn was again returned to total-reflu x operation umil equili brium was es tablished . 
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The di stillate samples were then analysed using a gas chromatograph. The procedure for operating 
the gas chromatograph is di scll ssed in C hapter 3 and the operating condi ti ons are shown in Table 
5·1. Th is cycle was repeated unt il the desired recovery and separation was obtained. 
Tabl c 5-1 : Gas chromatog raph ope rating conditio ns 
G as chro m a togr a ph 
co nditio n 
Nitrogen carric r gas fl ow rate 
[m l/mi n] 30 
Oven t em pera ture Profil e 
Initi al te mperature [oC] 130 
I-I o ld Time [min] 30 
Te mperalllre ramp [oC/min] 5 
FinallemperalUre [oC] 180 
I-I o ld T ime [min] 15 
FID d c tec tor 
Tc mpe rnlure [oC) 200 
Attenuation 8 
R ange 10 
H ydrogen fl owrale 1ml/min) 30 
Air n ow mic Iml/min] 300 
Injector t emper a ture 220 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
Two separate batch d isti llation experiments were conducted. each w ith different objecti ves . 
The fi rst batch distill ation (batch I) was an all em pt to recover m ore th,m 80% of the butyric a nd 
isobu tyri c acids from the waste acid stream. The opcrnting conditions for di stillation of this bateh 
me shown in Table 5-2. The lowest pressure al which the system showed no nuctua tions was 25 kPa 
and was there fore set as the operating pressurc . 
Table 5-2 : Operat ing co ndit io ns fOl- diSlilllltion of first batch 
Pressure 25 kPa 
Ave rage reboiler temperature 130C 
Reboiler size 500 Illl 
Temperature - coo li ng liqu id 15 C 
The sample from SASOL'S waste ac id st ream is a dnrk. viscous liquid . The experimen t was run 
over six hours during which tim e a colorless. less viscous liquid was produced from the initial 
sample of Sasol's waste stream. However. at the cnd of the run some fon11 of blaek tar had lomled 
in the reboilcr. Systems containing materials that fon11 tars plug or foul continuous distillation 
co lumns thus rendering them inoperable. The I-I ysys s im ulations di scussed in C hapter 4 could not 
have predicted th is important factor. However. it is believed that these tars could have been fonn ed 
by the decomposition of cenain mate rial s present in the waste acid stream in smaller compos itions 
and can be eliminated by running a continuous distillation co lumn a t a lower pressu re. 
Due to tile Illany com ponents present in the waste stream. it was 110 1 possible to calibrat e the gas 
chromatograph as discllssed in C ha pter 3. Therefore. relative concentrations were used to de lennine 
com positiolls. Resu lt s atlhe cnd of the first nm (batch I) arc shown in Table 5-3. 
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Ta blc 5-3: Ma tc .-ial ba lance fo r d ist illa t ion of firs t batc h* 
Il c bo il c r 
Com po ll c n t S tart (1Il1 ) E nd (011 ) Dist ill a t e % R ecovery 
( m I) 
Propionic acid 15.0 4.4 10.6 71 
Isobutyric acid 63.0 6.6 56.4 90 
Butyric acid 178.0 16.5 161.5 91 
Isova leric acid 69.0 11.0 58.0 84 
Valeric aCid 45.0 22.0 23.0 51 
• Crude estl1nates have been used as reslllts h(lve been rOllndcd off to accommodate for material 
being held lip in the column. 
The resul ts in Tahle 5-3 are best explained by considering the material balance for one of the 
componcnt s as <In example. At the sta rt of the experiment there was 178 III 1 butyric acid in the 
reboiler. At the cnd of the first nUl (after six hours). only 6.5 Illl remained in t he res idual left in the 
reboiler. The remaining butyric acid (161.5 ml) is seen in the accumulated di stilla te cuts. This 
means that 91 % ofthc butyric acid was recovered from the waste acid stream by batch di st illation . 
Figure 5-4 shows distillale composilion profiles for this run. The profiles are analogous to the 
profiles obtained by the !-(I'."YS simula tions discussed in Chapter 4. In cont inuous distillation the 
p rofiles are disCllSS(.!d in terms of tray location with tile concentration o f the Illore volatile 
components increasing from feed to condenser and the less volatile components inc rea si ng from the 
feed location to the reboiler. For batch distillation. the profiles can be interpreted in tenns of time 
with thc more volatile component s (i.e. propionic acid. butyric acid and isobutyric acid) increasing 
in concen lr.1!ion during the firs t three hours and the less volati le components increasing in the nex t 
three hours . Therefore. this cOnfi ntlS tilt: assumptions that the non key components do nol affec t the 
volatiiity of the key componen ts. 
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Figure 5-4 : Distillllte composition profile for batch distillation of waste acid stream - Batch 
The recovered di still<ltc from the fi rst b<ltch was then used as sta rtin g m<lterial for the second batch 
distillat ion (Ba tch 2). This experimen, was run w ith the sallle operati ng conditi ons a~ the previous 
batch. The objective of thi s experiment was to exp lore the possib ilIty o f produc ing <l d istillate 
cOnla ining more than 90% o f the butyric <lnd Isobutyric acids combined. Th is was necess<lry for 
subsequent purific<ltion by cryst<lllizillion. 
The results orthe second batch tlistillalion are s hown in Table 5-4. where il is seen Ihal the light key 
component (butyri c ac id ) and light non key components (propionic acid and isobutyric add) cnd up 
al most exclusively in the ClCClIIllU l<lled di st illat e cut s. The res idual lell in the rchoiler uner 
approximately five hours contain most ly the heavy key component (isovaleric acid) and the heavy 
Ilonkcy cOl1lroncnt (valeric acid). Approxi mately 95% of the total recovered distillate composition 
cunsisted only or butyric and isobutyric ;l<.: ids. D istillate compos ition profiles for the second batch 
.. re showl1 in Figure 5-5. These profiles follow the sallle pallem as those discussed for the first 
batch. 
Ultilll<l1cJy. hat ch di sti llation results show that separa tIon of butyric acid and isobutyric acid from 
the rest or the waste acid stream by di st ill ation is possible. 
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Table 5-4 : Material balance fo r distillation of second batch* 
Still 
Component Start (ml) End (ml) Distillate (ml) 
Propionic acid 2.1 0 .1 2.0 
Isobutyric acid 24.0 0 .3 23.7 
Butyric acid 69.0 1.1 67.9 
Isovaleric acid 14 .6 11 .5 3.1 
Valeric acid 18.0 17.4 0 .6 
• . . Crude estllll<1tes have been used <IS resul ts h.lve been rounded ofT 10 accommodate for material 
being held up in the column. 
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The process of forming a so lid phase from a liqu id phase is known as crystallization. C rystallizat ion 
is in itself a broad topic and has many applicat ions ranging from separation of isomers to 
precipitnti on of sa lt s. An excellent text that ex te nsively covers c rystallization is by Mullin [ 1961]. 
As di scussed in Chapter 2, freeze crystallization was selected for purification of butyric and 
isobutyr ic ac ids. In freeze crystal li sat ion, two or more soluble species, in the absence of a solvent, 
are ~eparated by partial freezing. 
The llllderstanding of crystallization as a separation process (more spec ifically. freeze 
crystallization) is known 10 a lesse r extent than clistillntion. This is demonstrated by the voluminous 
literature on distill,\lion compared to the literature on freeze crystallization. Solid-liquid phase 
equilibria forms the basis for all crysw.lIization processes and is vital in sc reening the fens ibility of 
crystallization .IS a separati on process. The refore, the basis of freeze crystall ization and a theoretica l 
framework fo r determining solid- li quid equilibria is presented in this chapter. 
A simple experiment was al so conducted to prove that solid ification of butyric acid from Cl liquid 
mixture of blllyric and isobutyric acids is indeed possible. The results (If thi s experiment are also 
presented and discussed in this Chapter. 
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6.1 The basis of Freeze Separation 
In essence. free z.e c rys tallization is Cl very simple concept. If an impure liquid material is cooled to 
its freezing point and further heat is removed, then some of the m:uerial will solidify. In most 
~ys tems thi s sol id will be a pure component (Wynn (19921). Impuri ties will concentrate in the 
rem"ining liquid, which is known as lhe residue. Purified product is recovered by separating the 
solid frOIll the res id ue and remching it. 
All freeze separati on processes are based on the difference in component concentrations between 
solid nod liquid phases that are in equilibrium. Thi s is most easily understood by refe rring to Figure 
6- 1. A eutec tic system is shown in Figure 6-1 , as a s tud y by Mutsuoka & Fukushima (1986] found 
that over 85% o f systems of binary mixtures were eutectic ones. 
B , 
Solution , 
" , A "§ Cl Solid B 
;C i + 
~ , Solution Solid A I 
+ ! 
Solu ti on ! 
F ~ D 
G 
Solid A + Solid B 
0 , Weight frac tion A , tOO 
100 
, Weight fraction B , 0 
F ig ure 6-1 : Bina r y solid -li quid eq u ilibrium dia g r:.lm 
Points E .me! A are the freez ing points of component A and B respecti n! ly . At these temperatures 
the pure component s are present in a solid phase. Temperature-compos it ion points located above 
the cllrve ADE correspond (0 0 homogenous liquid phase. In a binary mi;'l;ture, a point is eventually 
reached w here both components crystallize s imultaneously . This is known os the eU!ect ic point and 
is shown by point D. 
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If n liquid so luti on of composit ion and temperature represen ted by point B is cooled along the 
vertica l dashed line, it will remain a liquid IUHil the line intersects curve AD at point C. At this 
point, usua lly only one component in the so lution crystallizes ( in this case component A) and that 
c rystal is pure. Thi s is because most solids are immi sc ible with other solids due 10 the geometry ef 
the crystal latt ice of different substances. The refore. impurities cannot fit into the growing solid 
phase. 
If the temperatu re is cooled further, more crystals of component A \\'ill form and the re mo.lOmg 
liquid will become ri cher in component 13. As the temperature is lowered, a point is reached (Point 
H) corresponding to the eutectic temperature. At this point the two·phase system consists of solid A 
and a liquid of the eutectic compos ition given by point D. Any further cooling causes the eutec tic 
solution to so lid ify. Therefore, the two components solidify s imultaneous ly. however I WO distinct 
solid phases \\"ill be formed . 
The above dIscussion means that most compounds exhibiting eutectic behavior can be theoretically 
completely purifH:d in a sing le stage of freeze crystallizntion. The only restriction is that enough of 
crystallizing component mllst remain in the so lution to prevent the liqu id phase from reaching the 
eutectic point. 
6.2 Evaluating freeze crystallization as a separation operation 
Many points need to be considered when se lecting freeze crys tallization as a separa tion operati on. 
\Vynn [ 1992) lists and di sclIsses these po ints as the following quest ions: 
I. Can the mixture be purified by distillation? 
If the components in a mixture can be separated in their desired spec ifications by di stillati on 
then freeze crystallization should not be considered. This is because it is c heaper to install and 
operate a distillation column as compared to crystallization equipment. Distillation is generally 
not recommended for mixtures con taining component s with low relative volati liti es and those 
mixtures that are thermally unstable. 
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2. Will the mate rial crystallize? 
Bccause rate processes arc critical In freeze crystallization, il is difficult to predict how a 
mix ture will separate without pi lot plant resu lt s. If a che mical has not been pil o t tested, then a 
s illlple freeze test in th e laboratory will give some indica ti on of ils behav ior. Such a test was 
conduc ted in th is project and is disclIssed in a la ler section. Generally, if the freeze- tes t analyses 
s how a promising degree o f pu rification, the n an indust rial separation may bc feas ible. 
3. Is melting p oint imponant? 
The lower the me lting po im o f a component, the more expensive the process. This is because 
refri gera ti on is requ ired to crystallize low-me lt ing-poi nt components and these costs inc rease 
with a decrease in melting point temperatures. Insulation costs also inc reuse at lower 
te mperatures and at vc ry low te mperatures the d llc tility of materials of constrtl c ti on becomes an 
Issue. 
4. How important is p rod uct purity? 
In most cases th e solid phase contains n pure component. Impu ri ti es generally arise durin g 
se p:uat ion of the solid and liqu id phase, howe ver implementing a subsequent washing operation 
can prevent thi !.. 
5. How important is produc t recovery? 
Recovery in most sys tems is l imi ted by the ex istence of a eutectic. In some cases, freeze 
crystall izat ion produces highe r purities and lower produc t recovery than d istill nt ion. In such a 
case both techniques can be combined to form a process kn own as fractional c rysla ll izat ion. 
Lipow icz [1981]. Dye & Ng [ 1995] and most recentl y Berry and Ng (1997) di scu sses these 
types of hybrid processes toget he r with their applications and tradeoffs. The reader is the refore 
referred to th ese rev iews for furth e r information on combining. dist ill a ti on and freeze 
c rysta lli zation processes. 
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6 .3 Solid-liquid equilibria 
The method of predicting or experimentally determining solid·liquid equilibrium is not impo rtant so 
long as it provi des the accuracy for the inte nded use. Pre liminary ana lysi s requires much less 
precise data than would Lt final design. Experimental methods are cumbersome, time consuming and 
expensive. Heist [1980] recommends using them only when a decision to lI se u freeze·separati on 
process has already been made und accurate design cbla are requi red . For preliminary eva luntions, 
predictive techniques have been developed. 
As in the case of vupor·liquid equilibrium (Chapter 3). the cnlcul.::Hion of so lid-liquid phase 
equilibrium enn start from the criterion for equilibrium, which has been developed by Smith & Vnn 
Nes..; [1 987J and is illmaratcd in Appendix 8-1 . Therefore. at equilibrium, the respective fugacities 
(f.) of the components in both the so lid phm:e (S) and liquid phase (L) me' eqllai : 
(6· ' ) 
In Equation (6-1) ... 1\ .. denotes Ihe mixture prope rt y. 
The fugaci ty of the mixture (f;) is re la ted to the product of the mo le fraction (x;). activity 
coefficient (y,) and the fugaci ty of the pure spec ies (f..,,,,,,.). Therefore, the following expressions 
for the solid and liCJl1id phases me obtained: 
,.< 
r - xSy'f.' • i - • ; i./""~ (6·2) 
, I. 
f I.y'f.' I = x, ; ;./IW,' (6·3) 
Substituting equations (6-2) .md (6-3) into (6-1) and rearranging gives: 
f.
, , , 
"pu,r x, Yi 
-,-- = ----ss 
f. ./""r x; Yi 
(6-4) 
In most systems the pure solid cr)ls tallises out, so that the fugacity of Ih! solid phase at equi li brium 
can be rep laced by the fugacity of the pure solid (>..}y,.s = I) : 
(6·5) 
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The ratio of the pure component fugacities (f/"",r / J/;'''N) can be calculated via a thermodynamic 
cyc le discussed by Prausnitz. e t al [ 1986]. If the temperatu re-dependence of the heat capacity 
difference is neg lected, the foll owing equatio n is ob tained: 
f. , 611 • 'r 1') 6 c" , (1' - 1') 6 c" l' 1 i ./".rr _ m.<".' 1 .r " .' 1 " 11--- - - - - +-- n-r." RT T R1' R T 
• 1.1""" " 
(6-6 ) 
In the ubove equ;lti oll, 6hm T. ; is the latent hea t o f fu sion at the triple po int. T is system . ". 
tCTllperatl1l'e. T" the tripl e point tempe rature of component i, and 6cp .; is the difference in liquid and 
so lid molar heat capac iti es for component i. 
T o s implify Equation (6-6) further , Jakob et nl [\995] state that conditions nt the triple poi nt are 
tL Sll .dly cl ose to the me lting point. There fore thi s nllows the substitution of me lti ng point conditions 
fo r triple point cond it ions (i.e . T Ir,; == T "" i and 8h,.,. j == 611", .7".; )' In addition, the last two terms in 
Equati on (6·6) are of opposi te sig n and tend to cance l Cllt in the vi cini ty of the melt ing point. 
Substitut io n of Equation (6-5) into (6-6) with these s implificat ions gives: 
611 ' ( T ) Inx,"Y,L = R;' l -~ 
", .r 
(6-7) 
Equation (6-7) is used to predict the so lid -liquid phase behavi or for pre liminary process-des ign 
ca\clllut io ns. The dat a requi red arc the latent heat of fus ion at the melting po int te mperat ure. the 
melting te mperatllre nnd the nctivit)' coefficient o f the solution. Mehing temperatu re:s and I"'em 
heal s for o rganic compounds may be found in books by Weast [1 983J or Weast & Grasselli [1989). 
Activity coefficients in solid- liquid sys tems are sparse but they do exist for many binary vapollr-
I iquid equilibrium systems. The refore, ROllsscau & Moye rs [19S7J sugg<!st estimating solid-liqu id 
activity coeffi cie nts directly from vapor-liquid equilibrium data obtained at higher temperatures, 
\Vith thi s information. the freez ing -point temperature of a solution may be calculated as a funct ion 
of liquid composition . 
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If a solution is assumed to be ideal , Equation (6-7) further s impl ifies to the ro llowi ng equat ion: 
::." .( T) I .f. - ",.r I 11-1: --- - --
, RT T 
"'.r 
(6-S) 
Equat io n (6-8). al so known us the Vun Ho ft equatio n, I S recommended to predict so lid-liq uid 
equilibria of b inary systems con taining isomers (Muir & Howat [ 1982]). To demonstrate il s lI se as a 
predic tive tool for systems containing isomers. compari son bet ween the pred icted and experimental 
phase c urves for the I ,3-xylene+ I ,2-xylene system is p resented in Figure 6-2. The predicti on is very 
good w ith a mean deviat ion of O.3K over the temperature range and therefore ensu res confidence in 
us ing the d eveloped equat ions ( 0 determine so lid-liquid equi libri a o f bina ry systems containing 
isomers. It mu st be made clear. however, that these techniques become less accurate as the 
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Figure 6-2 : Solid-Licluid equilibrium curve ror l ,3-xylcnc ( 1) + l ,2-xylenc (2) 
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6 .4 Experimental Set-up and procedure 
A simple experiment was set-up (Figure 6-3) 10 demonstrate solidification of butyric acid Ollt of a 
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F igu re 6-3 : Experim enta l set-u p for crysla lliza tio n experimenl 
A solution cOI1 !>isting approximately 87% butyric acid and 13% isobutyric acid was made up to a 
vol ume of" 10 ml in a Pyrex glass tube . The butyric acid was purchased from Riedel-de Il aell. whilst 
the isobut yric ac id was purchased from F luca Enterprises. The reagent s were used without further 
purificat ion after gas chromatographic anal ysis s howed no significant impurities. The purities of the 
reagen ts wert: also checked by their re frnctive indexes and comparisons with literature va lues are 
shown in Table 3-4 . Chapter 3. 
The glass tube con taining the acids was then placed into a liquid bath (cooling medium) with 
polystyrene providing insuLa tion against the atmosphere. A Eurotherm temperature indicator was 
used to display the resistance of the PT-lOO temperature sensor placed in the liquid sol ution . A 
TEC HNE cold finger. with Cl minimum operating temperature of _20uC was used to maintain the 
temperature of the cooling lllediulll . The cooling medium cons isted of a mixture of water and 
ethy lene glycol. Manipulat ion of the relative concentrati ons of ethylene glycol and water in the 
cooling medium prevents the cooling medium from solidifying. This relationship is dctennined 
from the solid-liqu id equilibrium of the binary mixture and has been measured by 011 Cl al (19721 
and is shown in Figure 6-4. Us ing this figure. a mixture o f 80-vol% water and 20-vol% ethylene 
glycol was chosen to make up the cooling medium to prevent it from so li difying. 
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-+-- Ott et al (1972J 
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Figure 6-4: So lid- illUld clluilibriulII curve or et lylene g yeo ( I) water ( ) 
6 .5 Results and Discussion 
The solid-liquid equ ilibrium curve for the isobutyric acid/butyri c acid system as predicted by 
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Figure 6-5: Predicated so lid-liquid equilibriulII curve for isohutyric acid (l)/ buty ric acid (2) 
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Many experiment s were allcmpted to crystrdli ze butyric acid from the mixture of butyric acid and 
iso butyric acid. However. initial al1empts were ull sUl.:cessfu\ because of the following reasons: 
.,. The mi xture of acids was initiall y placed in a closed con tainer. This prevented the so lution from 
being in contact with ai r parti cl es. It has hecn suggested by TUllllllalln [I 898J that dust p<l!1i c les 
from air are. in many cases. res: ,onsible for initiation of crysta lli zation. There fo re. all open 
ended tube was used (Figure 6-3). 
;. The s urface of' the container had to be sc rat ched 10 provide a rough surface. The initial sm ooth 
su rface was nOI appropriale as Sl udies ( Price (1997]) showed thal scra ped surfaces are more 
efficient than smooth surfaces. 
With the above considerati o ns and c hanges, a solution of pure butyric acid was crysta lli zed. This 
encouraged experimentation with a mixture of both the acids. The result s of the experiment are best 
explained by referring to the sol id-liquid equilibrium curve in Figure 6-5 . The experiment began 
with a c rystal free undersaturated solution with a compos ition of 87-mo le % butyric acid and 13-
mole % isobutyric acid (Point A. Figure 6-5). This composi ti on was used as it was suitable for use 
with the limitations in the equipment (A mixture with a composition freezing below - 20!lC had to 
be selected) . Th is was detenllined by the solid· liquid equilibrium curve (Figure 6-5). 
AI - 12uC. afier 1.5 hours. the first crystal stat1ed to fonn . This corresponds closely to point B In 
Figure 6-5. The temperalure of the solu tion continued to drop. with the solid phase increas ing III 
s ize. until :J temperature of _ 1911C (Po int C. Figure 6-5) . After this point. the temperature remained 
constant and no more so lid appeared to fonn . This was the lowest temperature that could be 
achieved by the available equipment. 
Anal yses or the solid and l iquid phases by gas chromatograph are shown in Table 6-1 . The 
operat ing conditions for the gas chromatograph are the same as those used to de lennine vapor-
liquid eq uil ib rium (Tablc 3-1 ). The compositions compare well with those predic ted (Point D. 
Figure 6-5). 
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Ta ble 6-1: Res ults of cr~' s lalliZ3 HOIl ex pel"i III enl 
Butyric acid Isobutyr ic acid 
(mole fraction) (mole fraction) 
Start 0 .87 0 .13 
Liquid 0.78 0.22 
Solid 0.94 0.06 
It is believed that H small amount of the isoblllyriC acid frolll the liquid phase was carried over w ith 
the solid when separating the two ph:lscs. This resulted in the small amount of the isobu tyric acid in 
the ana lysis of thc solid phase. T his can be remedied by washing the sol id w ith excess butyric ac id. 
It would have been appropriate to detenni nc the eutectic compositions experimentally because this 
point detennines if surricient recovery is possible. Howevcr. this was no t possible beca use of 
equ ipment lim itations. Neverthe less. the experiment has shown that pure butyric ac id can be 
produced by crystall ization. 
No mention of purify ing isobu tyric acid has yet been made. III order to effect a complete separation 
of both bu tyric and isobutyric acids. the separation process m ust recover butyric ac id in it s pure 
fonn and then isobutyric acid. Th is is achieved by using two cryslallizcrs at two different operating 
tempef"<ltures. For thc pun ficat ion of isobutyric acid. the solid-liquid c urve (F igu re 6-5) shows that a 
starting mix tu re of 80% isobutyric acid a nd 20% but yric acid would produce pure isobutyr ic acid 
cryswls by opcrati ng a c rysta llizer <1\ _ 5Suc. 
Although pu ri fic<l t ion of butyric acid by freeze crystalliz<lt ion has been experimenta lly veri fied. it 
must be noted that this cha ptc r has just b riefly reviewed freeze crystallization as a separation 
operation and serves mostly to dellloll s trate that pu rificatioll of butyric <lnd isobutyric ac ids is 





F E ASIBILITY 
The goal of most engineering fea sibi lity studies is 10 determine whether the project is economically 
viable. Although Illany aims of this project relate to reduci ng hazardous env ironmenlal emissions, 
the successful implemen tation of th is project will ult imately depend on the profitability over the 
ex isting technology (incinera tion). Therefore an economic eva luation was undertaken to determine 
if sepa ration and purifica ti on of the acids is profitable . Preliminary estimates (accurate to within ± 
30%) were employed to obtain costs for the selected separation and purification route. These 
esti mates included: 
r Mnrkct evaluation and forecasting 
;,. Capi tal cost estimation 
;.... O perat ing cost est imation 
;... Profit:lbility EV:lluation 
7 .1 Market Evaluation and Forecasting 
l\ brket evaluation nnd forecas ting is a key element in e\'aluating th e economic feasibi lity of a new 
prnj (,("1 Fnc ton: affecting the prodllct market are . 
;... Sales revenue - The product of sales volume and selli ng price. T his affects the financial income 
of the project directly. 
;.... Vo lume of product required - T h is faccor has a direct bearing on th e SIZing decisi on of the 
p lant. 
}.- Specification of product quality - This in fl uences p rocess and equipment design. I t also affects 
the envi ronmental impact of the product over its e ntire life cycle. 
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Butyri c and isobutyric acids may be classified as fine chemica ls because they arc current ly made in 
lower vol umes and are required to adhere 10 l ighler specifications for the ir fun c ti ons in food 
additives and pharmaceuticals. Therefore. these acids have to be produced in high purities (see lable 
below for sales spec ifi cations as stipulated by Celanese Chemicals). 
Table 7- 1: Specifications for the production of butyric and isohutyric acids. 
I . HI/I)"ri c.: acid 
Butyric acid wt. % minimum 99.5 
Tsoblllyric acid wt. % maximum 0.2 
\Vater wt. % maximum 0.1 
Heavy me tals ppm2 maxi mum 0. 1 
2. I.wburyric acid 
Isobu tyri c ac id wt. % minimum 99.5 
Butyric acid WI .% maximulll 0.15 
\Vat e r wt. 'le maxi mum 0.1 
Heavy me tals ppm2 maximumO.1 
Butyric and isobu tyri c ac ids arc current ly being produced by five inte rnati onal compan ies viz.: 
BASF. Cclanesc. OXENO, Eastman and Daice l Chemical industries. Table 7-2 below li sts 
approximate prod uction figures for each company. 
Table 7-2: Produc tion fig ures for butyric a nd isobuty ric acids (Bizzar i e t al []999]) 
Company Location Annual Production (tpa) 
·llllfyric acid 
Easlman United States 8500 
Celancsc United States 4500 
BASF Germany 10000 
OXENO Germany 10 000 
Daicel Chemical Indust ries Japan 300 
. Isobuty ric acid 
Eas tman United S tates 10000 
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Buty ri c acid is wide ly known for it s presence in butter. However, it is consumed mainly in the 
production of ce llulose acetate butyrate (CAB). This is a plastic that is used in many applications 
such as pen barrels. eyeglass frames and screwdriver handles. Although reccnt reports have shown a 
decline in CAB usage due 10 competit ion from othe r plastics, there has been a growth in alternate 
uses fo r butyric acid. These include the produc lion of va ri ous navor ings. fragrances and herbic ides. 
Furthermore. butyric acid is gain ing importance in the pharmaccut ica l indus try. where recent 
stud ies (Gillet e l a11 1997]) have shown it s need in the form of cancer treatment. 
The mam use of isobutyric acid is it s conversion to plastic izer. which is used for plast ics and 
lacq uers. It is also used to extract mercaptans from petroleum and for conve rsion (0 es ters. which 
arc llsed in flavors and fragran ces. 
Figurc 7-1 de mo nstrates the trends in the U.S consumption figures for butyric and isobu tyric acid. 11 
is estimated that the U.S constitutes rough ly 40Y'c of the international market s for these acids 
(Bizzilri et al [ 1999]). The remainder includes ex ports le coun tries slIch as Canada. Mexico . Japan , 
Is rae l and the Netherlands. 
1 " 
"" 16 o Butyric acid " " § c 14 . Isobutyric acid " ~ 
Q. - 12 ~ 
E § 
" 10 ~ "" c c 8 0 " U ~ § 6 -- 4 
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Y ea r 
F igure 7~ J: U.S cons umption figures of the acids for the pas t ycars 
These results show an average growth rate of 1.6 % and 4.6 % per annum for butyric acid and 
isobutyri c acid respec tively. Current ly butyric acid and isobutyric acid are selling for 55 US cllb 
(R9, SO/kg)" and 94 US c/lb (R 16, 70/kg)" respectively on world markets (Biza rri et .1111 1999]) . 
... COl1c ul:Llcd Olssuming R8. 00 to the dollar 
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T hese products a re g loba ll y traded. AsslIlll ing that eighty percent of extrac tabl e volumes from the 
was te acid stre am are poss ible. approximately 3200 tons of buty ri c acid and 1000 tons isobuty ri c 
acid could be produced ann ually. This will resu lt in prod ucing 13% of world 's butyric ac id and 
2.5% of the w orld 's isobutyri c ac id requirements. The projected revenue for these productioll 
figurcs amollm~ (0 approximately R4 7 million pcr annum. 
7 .2 Capital Cost Evaluation 
O ne of the major costs in determ ining economic viability is the fixed cap ita l In vestment cos t. There 
are Illany different methods, which cou ld determine these costs, all o f w hich depend on the 
accu racy required by the est imate. Banse l [1 990J and Ti mmerhaus et al [1981] di scuss va ri ous 
techniq ues for estimati ng capital cOSts. For th is particular project the fac tored es tim<lte appro::tch. 
w ith accu racy within 30%, W<lS ado pted. This meth od is based o n knowledge of the major it ems of 
equi pment required for sepa rati on and purificati on of the ac ids. 
Equipment cost ... were determined lIsi ng pub li shed cost data as g iven by Timrnerhaus et al [1 98 1J . 
These costs were also ca lculated us ing correlations by Mule t et 1.11 l 19S I]. Detail s of equipment 
costs a rc shown in Table C- I of Appendi x C w ith the c'llculated vaiues lying wi thin 10 % literatu re 
(Timme rh aus al a l fI 9S I]) . Because the costs obtnined from lite rature were based on monetary 
value in the yea r 1979, Equation (7- 1) was used to determine curren t d ay costs. A tota l of 
ap prox imately R 1.524.000 was estimated for equ ipment costs. 
P C 
(
index va lue at present li me ( 1979)* ) 
resen t os t = 
index value at time or iginal cost obtained (200 1)* 
(7· I ) 
'" Marshall and Swift indices as supplied in Chemical Engineering [ 1979,2001]. 
Once equipment costs were de termined . the fixed ca pital investment was calcu lated us ing the 
pe rcentage of d e livered equipment cost meth od as desc ribed by Timme rhaus et al f I9S I) . This 
method was suggested for preliminary cost estimation and onl y required equipment cos ts. Othe r 
items required in the total cost were dete rmined as a percentage of the equipment costs. Table C-2 
(A ppendi x C) shows a breakdown of the costs involved in est inmting fixed capi tal investmen t. A 
total of approx imate ly R 5,400,000 was estimated fo r fixed capital investment. 
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OU t.! to the importance of capit a l COSb in dete rmin ing process feasib ilit y, a second es tima tion 
techn ique (the Rapid Estimatio n T echnique) was e mployed. This me thod suggested by V io la 
[ 19 8 1]. c laims to be accurate to within 15% when compared 10 the fac Iored estimate approach . 
A ltho ugh the me thod was not used to de te rmin e econo mic viab ility. it is s uggested to the reade r 
beca use it requires the leas t amount of e ffo rt and ti me in de termining capital costs. \Vith knowledge 
o f the majo r unit o pe rat ions ( Distillat io n and C rystallizati on), the p lant capac it y ( ID OOOtpa). 
mate ria ls of cons truc ti on (Stain less stee l) and type o f p lant (solid-fl uid plant ) an estimate o f 
R 5.000 .000 was obtained. Th is va lue compares we ll against the va lue obtained by th e fnc to red 
estimate approach . It must be no ted , however. that the rap id estimat ion tec hnique has no t yet been 
prope rl y tes ted . 
7.3 Operating Cost Estimation 
Operati ng COSt:- arc those th at occur o ve r the iifespan o f the projec t and a rc directly assoc iated w ith 
produc ti on . These costs usually cons ist o f raw mate rial costs. conve rsion costs (e.g. labour), a nd 
indi rec t cxpcns:=s (e .g . finance c harges). Fo r thi s projec t raw mate ri a l costS were no t accounted fo r 
as the feed to the process is a waste stream th at is currently be ing des troyed by incine ration . Detail s 
of the o pe ra ting costs a re sho wn in Tab le C-3. Appendix C. A total o f a pproximate ly R 1,700,000 
pt.!1" an num was estimated fo r ope rati ng costs. 
7.4 Evaluation of Project Profitability 
A fundamental objec tive o f any company or business is that it ope rates profitabl y [Brennan, 1998]. 
Be fore cap ital is invested in a proj ect. it is necessary to kn ow how much profit can be obtained o r 
whe the r it might be more advantageous to invest th e capi tal in ano ther fo rm . The re are a s many 
ways to access project profi tability as there are ways to de te rmi ne capital costs . Ti mmerha us e t a l 
[198 11. Buase l ( 1990 1 and B rennan ( 1998] d isc uss these methods in de tail. However. in thi s 
particular project. it is ev idently clear (from the cash fl ow c ha rt , Table C-4, Append ix C ) that the 
income gene rated by the project exceeds the expenses and cap it al im ·estment by a huge amount. 
Th is in turn resu lt s in hi gh rate o f re turns and a payback period of it!ss than o ne year fo r the 
investmelll required in implememi ng the projec t. It m ust, however. be noted that other factors such 
as ri sks in volved in the projec t woul d a lso a ffec t in vestment dec isio ns. As this proj ec t is onl y in it s 
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first phase. most of the risk can be assoc ialed with the aut hor's inexperience in industry and the 
ass umpti ons take n in the design stages of the projec t. This however should dec rease once pi lot pln.nt 






& RECOMMENDA T JONS 
In an attempt 10 dctcnninc a suitable separation process for the recovery and purification of butyri c 
acid and isobutyric acid from SASOL's waste acid st ream vacuum distillation was chosen as a base 
case. 
To evaluate the pcrfonnnncc o f di stillation in recovering the acids, a nowsheet ing program (Hysys) 
was used . For the proper use of the simulati o n program an appropriate thennodynami c model had to 
he selected. Therefore. vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) st udies 011 the components present in the 
waste acid stream were conducted. VLE data for the binary systems propionic acid + butyric ac id. 
isobutyric acid + hutyric acid. butyric ac id + isova leric acid and butyric acid + hexanoi c acid were 
expcrilllcllIally dctennined in a dynamic VLE still. All systems werc measured at l4kPa. All the 
me:'lsurcd systems. excluding butyric acid + hexanoic acid. were found to be thcnnodynamically 
consiste nt according to the direc t tes t (Van Ness [1995]). The inconsistency for the binary system 
butyric add + hexanoic acid was attributed to the fonnation of t rimers in the vapour phase. which 
were not accounted for in the consistency tests. The measu red VLE data was successfully correlated 
using the gallll1la·phi approach and was regressed to provide binary interaction coefficients for the 
NRTL model. which was then used in the I·~\ ·s.\ ·s process simu lato r to explore Cl range of des ign 
altcmativcs for di s tillation. 
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Re~ lllt s from th e process simulator sho wed that recovery of the ac ids from the waste ac id s tream by 
distillation is indeed possible. Simulntion results were nnalysed using Hengstebeck ' s meth od [1961] 
and showed [hat the simulation result s could be regarded as a refl ec tion of the "real world". 
Recovery of the valuable acids was confi rmed in a subsequent batch di stillati on experiment. where 
greater than 90% of both ac ids (approximately 180rnl butyric ac id and 60ml isobutyric acid) were 
recovered from n 500rnl sample of th e waste ac id stream in ap prox imatel y six hours. A subsequent 
batch experiment concentrated the recove red ac ids into a disti ll ate conta ining mo re than 95 % 
butyric ac id and isobutyric acid combined. However. s imulntion result s also s ho wed th nt 
purificatio n of butyric ac id and isobutyric ac id would require a di stillation column with man y stages 
and would thu s not be feas ible. 
For purifi cation of butyri c acid and isobutyric ac id freeze crystallization was se lected a~ a base case. 
Examinati on of the predicted so lid-liquid equilibrium curve for the binary system showed that 
buty ri c ac id and isobutyric ac id could be separated from each other by using two cryslallizers at 
o perating te mperatures of _20°C and _55°C respectivel y. Simple frecze crystallization tests 
produced butyric acid with greate r than 94% purity. However, isoblHyric acid could not be puriried 
due to limitations in the e);perimen ta l operating conditi ons. 
Market nnalysis of th e ac ids showed that but yric ac id and isobutyri c ac id are current ly being 
g lobally traded at R9.S0/kg and R16.70/kg respectively . Based on these figures and S09'e extractable 
\'o ll1mes a revcnue of approxi mately R47 million was est imated for rec ove ry and purifi cati on orthe 
aci d~. A total of appro); imately R5.4 milli on was estimated fo r fixed capitn!. Operating costs for th e 
proj ec t were al so estimated at a total of approx imate ly R 1.7 milli on per annum. Us ing these 
estimated costs (accurate 10 within ± 307('), a ca ~h flow Slalement was ge ne rated showing hi gh ral e 
o f rCllIrns ror thi s project and a payhac k period of l\! ss than one year. 
8.2 Recommendations 
Preliminary studi es have shown that it is possible (and economically feasible) to recover and purify 
butyric ac id and isobutyric acid from SASOL'S waste acid stream by di stillation and crystall izat ion . 
Although it may be necessary to experimentally veri fy the eutec tic composition (as di scussed in 
Chapter 6) for the crystallization operation, considerati on should be gin!1l into pursuing pilol plant 
studies as th e next phase of this project. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSI ONS & RECOMMEN DATIONS 
Fro m the producti on figures presented in Chapter 7. it was noted that recovery and purificatio n o f 
80% of the butyric ac id and isobuty ri c acid present in the waste stream would result in produc ing 
13% of the wo rld' s butyri c ac id and 2.5% o f th e world' s isobutyric acid requirements . D ue to the 
nature o f the markets, producti on on this scal e could decrease the current market prices of the acids, 
which is undes irable. Therefore , cons iderat ion may be given into treating a small amOllnt of the 
waste ac id strc ::tm initially and then steadil y incrcasing the scale of pro ducti o n by ll s ing batch 
equ ipment. In th is way, the current market pr ices of the ac ids may be ma intained because batch 
equipment have the unique featu re o f separating a va rie ty of feed mi xt ures, eas il y accommod ating 
thc frequent c hangc in market de mand. 
Finall y, studies ha ve shown that the two unit operati ons. dis tillation and crys talli zatio n. can be 
s imultaneo us ly appli ed in a single piece of equipment. Thi s is kn own as frac ti o nal crys tallizatio n 
and was very b ri e n y di scll ssed in Chapter 6 . Because fracti onal crys tall iza ti o n is more e ffici ent than 
the con vc ntio nal manncr o f us ing two separate equipment for di sti ll ati on and crystalli zation , it may 
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APPENDIX A 
A. I Deta ils of So lvents a cid "ecovery pla n t 
Simplified nowsheet orlhe Solvents acid recovery plant al SASOL'S p lant ill Secunda is s hown 
in Figure A-I . The components present in the feed stream to the ac id recovery process is shown 
in Table A-I . 
T nblc A- I : C o m pos it ion of lIdd water s tream 
C o mpo n ent C o mpositio n (M ass (%) 
Acet ic Hcid 0.930 
Prop io nic acid 0.250 
i-butyric acid 0.050 
n-butyric ac id 0.110 
i-valeric acid 0.030 
n-valeric acid 0.030 
Hexanoic acid 0.015 
Il eplanoic <)cid 0.012 












I. See Table A-I. 





























A.2 Physical pl'opeties of conlponents present in waste acid streanl 
Phys ical prope rties of all the component s present in the waste ac id s tream are shown in T able A-
2. All c rit ica l propcnies were obta ined from Re id e t al [1 987]. Non n :ll bo iling po ints. den s iti e~ 
freezing po ints und ~o lllbi l ity were obtained frol11 WeaSI l1 983J . Dipole mo ment s . accentrir.: it y 
and radiu ~ o f gyrnti on were obta ined from Prausn itz et " I [1980] . Phys ica l propc rti e~ for 
heptano ic ilc ici . 2 -cyc lohexcn-l -one. ;\ heptenc-2-onc traIlS. phenyl butyrate. cycJo pe nt )'1 acetate. 
cycJ o hexyl m;c tal e were not avail able and was the re fore estimated usi ng the liysys process 
sinllliator . 
1 2~ 
Tahle A·2: Properties of componenl<; present in waste acid stream 
Chcmic~1 Molecular Liquid Norm~1 Prcczin(l 
t> 
English N~me Density (OC) , 
luuility* 
Formub wcioht nailing Point (e) Tc (K) Pc(b~r) Vc(cnf/mol) So b 
(other n~me) J . (g/mol) (glcm) Point (e) 
I.Butyric Acid ellso~ ~~.II 0.9)]2 ( ~jCJ 164.0) .4.) 62~ )2,7 290 al,ctll 
2.Iso·butyric acid ClIRO] ~S, 11 0.9.129 (:K) 154 ,75 ./16. 1 609 40,5 292 al,ctn,\\' 
liso· V nlcric Acid 
O·methyl·butyric acid) C5H1002 102.1 ) 0.9n605C) 176.55 . 3).~ 6J4 3~.7 346 al.eth,chl 
4. Valeric Acid 
(Pentanoie Acid) CSHIOOl 102.1) 0.939 (:oc) I S5.5 . 33.~ 651 38.1 340 al,e!n,\\' 
), Hexanoic Acill C(J11202 116.1 G 0,92)(:K) 205,67 ·2,0 667.0) 315 3~9 :1l,etn 




I·onc CGH~O %.Ij 0.9620eK) 170 631.5S 24.9 1 )~~ ace,al • .\.1 
~, Propionic Acid C)HG02 74 . 0~ O ,9~~mc) 141.14 ·20 .~ 612 5,1 222 nl,ctn,\\' 
9,4 DUlyrolac!one C~H60~ 86,09 1.1286 (20C) 205.13 739 59,2 265 :lce ,:1I,bz,c! lI,w 
10. Phenyl Ace!a!e CRHKO! 13(1,15 1,073(20CI 195 .97 (I9IJ 3(1 .2 3% :1cc,JI,c! 
1I ,Phenyl propionate 
(J.phcnyl propionic acid) C9HI002 ISO, I ~ I ,OI167(~ 5C) 211 66S.7 23.19 431 acc,al,c !ll 
12, J·ncptcnc-2·onc lrans C7HI~O 112,07 O,SI! %(20C) 62 602.3 31.73 415 al,c!1 
T~hlc A·2 ... Continucd 
Chelllical ~lolectllar ' plC) Dellslty . NOl'lllal Fr~czillg 
English N:llllc Formub weight 
) 
Doiling Point (C) Te (K) Pe(o:lr) J olubilil( (r/C I11 ) V c( cm /mol ) S (olher n:ll11c) (g/mol) Point (C) 
13, Phenyl butyrate 
O·pllcnyl butyric ~ c id) C1oH1;02 16-1.2 . I .OJ~2( I)() 21" ;.) 74),~5 30,~2 51 1.5 al,ctn 
14. Cyclopentyl 
Acetate 
(Cyclopcnt:1I1ol ~cc tal c ) C7 HI~Ol 128. 17 0.9522116CI 51 586,64 31.24 423 
15. Cyclohc xyl 
Acetate C~HI~Ol 142.2 0.9698(;0(1 173,21 608,16 n.14 485.5 al ,cln 
16. CyclopCn(:ln onc C~!'l sO ~4. 1 2 0.9·187(;OC) 130.75 6J4.6 51.1 268 ~cc , nl,ct h, 
.... 17. Acetic acid C~H~02 60.05 1.04JtK1 117 ,06 592,7 57.9 171 acc,al,bz N Vl \" , ' 
18, IM·2EBcnzcnc C9111) 120. 19 0,S808(;OC) 165.15 65 1 30,4 460 GCc ,:" ,ctn ,b?', 
* Jce = acetone 
nl = alcohol (generally cthyl Glcohol) 
bz = benzene 
dll = clllroforrn 
cth = ether (generally diethyl ether) 
\V = water 
I 
Table A·2 ... Continued 
English Name Radius of gyration Accentricity Dipole moment 
(other name) (A) (debye) 
1 ,Butyric Acid 3.6 0.683 1.5 
2. Iso·bu tyric acid 0.2)4 0.623 1.3 
l iso·Valcric Acid 3.762 0,648 I 
(3·mcthyl·butyrie ~cid) 
4. Valeric Acid 3.965 0.614 0 
(Pentanoie Acid) 
), Hexanoic Acid 4.4 0.67 1.2 
6. Hcptanoic acid 4.8 0.718 0 
.... 




8, Propionic Acid 0.1 ~3 0.52 1.5 
9.4 Butyrolactone II 0.369 4.03 
10. Phenyl Acetate 4.36 0.43 1.9 
II .P ll cnyl propion~te 
(3-phcnyl propionic acid) 4.765 0.551 0 
12. 3·heptene· 2 -onc .. 
trans 4.31 0.443 0 
Table A·2,"Continued 
English Name Radius of gyration Accentricity Dipole moment 
(other name) (A) (debye) 
13. Phenyl butyrate 
(3-phenyl butyric acid) 5.45 0.5~7 0 
14. Cyclopentyl 
Acetate 
(Cyclopentanol acetate) 4.703 0.555 0 
IS. Cyclohexyl 
Acetate 4.96 0.6 
° 
16. Cyclopentanone 0,26 0.35 3 
17. Acetic acid 0,201 0.447 lJ 
18.IM-2EBc nzenc 0,26 0.294 0 
APPENDIXB 
B.] The C "iterion for phase equilibrium 
Considl!f a c l osed system consist i ng of two phases, ex. and p,. in equilibrium. \Vithin thi s cl osed 
system. each of the ind ividual phases is an open system. free to transfer mass to the othe r. 
Assumi ng th at at equ ili bri um, the Icmperalmc and pressure are uniform throughout the CC IH e r 
sys tem. the following equat ions can be wriucn for each of th e phases a. and I): 
d(IlG)1l = (/IVY'" d P - ( IlS ),", dT + L.. J.1~ dl1,rs 
d(nG)# = (n V) ll dP -(IIS ) fJ dT+ L,. Ji ,fJdll? 
where 1-1 , is th e chemical po te nt ia l and it is de fined in terms of the G ibbs e ne rgy as: 
[
v (nG)] 
J.l = , dll, _ 
7,1',,,, 
Equa tions (8- 1) and ( B-2) may be added to give the tota l changes for the system: 
d(I/G) = (I/V )dP-(I/S )dT+ L I1 ,n dll ;' + 'IJ1,'J dll,fJ 
In Equat ion ( 8 -4). the tow.l system properti es were obtained using the fo llowing re lation: 
IlM = (IlM)'" + (I/ M )/J 
Si nce th e two-p hase system is closed. the foll o wing equat ion is va lid : 
d(nG) ~ (IIV)dP - (IIS)dT 
Compari son of Equat ion ( 8 -4) and (8-6) s hows thnt at eq uilibrium: 
2.. J.l :'dn ,'" + 2.. J.l ,fldn,fl = 0 
Si nce the conservation of mass req u ires th at dll~ = -dn,fJ . Equation (B-7) reduces to: 
(8 · ' ) 
(B·2) 
( B ·3) 
(B·4) 
( 8 ·5) 
(8·6) 
( 8 ·7) 
(8 -8) 
Si nce the qllantitie~ dll, are indepe nd.:nt and arbitrary. Equmion (8-8) can o nl y be satis fi ed if the 
term in the rare nlh esi~ is separately ze roed. He nce 
11 ," = J.l ,11 (8·9) 
T his result may bt.! gene rali sed 10 more than two phases by cons idering the phases by pairs. The 
ge ne r<Jl resu lt for 1t phases with N c he mi cal spec ies is: 
11," =J.l,1I = Jt;U=I,2, ... ,N) (8 · ] 0) 
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An a lte rnative and equally general c rite rion for equ ilibrium can be derived from the foHow ing 
cqu~ti on: 
dG, = RTd In -', (constalH T) (B - 1 I ) 
where f. is the fugac ity of species i in solution and G, is the partial molar Gibbs energy whic h is 
given by: 
G, = [i)(IIG)] 
Oil, T / ' .. ~, 
(B - I 2) 
Comparison of Equat ion (B- 12) and (B·3) implies that 11, = C, . Thus Equation (B· I I) becomes; 
<ltl, =RT<l ln J. (cons tant T) (B- 13) 
Intcg rati on of Equation (B· 13) at constant te mpe ratu re g ives; 
tl , = RTln J. + 1i,(T) ( B - 14) 
S ince 8 , i~ depende nt on temperature only ancl s ince and s ince all the phases arc a t the same 
tempe rature . substi tuti on of Equation (B· 14) into (B-IO) y ields: 
I." = I." = ... = I." (i = 1.2, .... N) (B - 15) 
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B.2 Program for calculation of fugacity coefficients 
The fo llo wing program was written in the Matl ab programmi ng language. T he prog ram that wns 
lIsed for the bu tyri c ac id ( I) + va leri c acid (2) system at 14Kpa is shown. 
(The comme nts arc d enoted by .. cm") 
% General Constants 
R :: 83 . 14; %Universal gas constant (crn l bar mol-1K- 1) 
% Properties o f chemicals 
mu2 "" 1 . 0; %Oipole moment (debyes) 
mul 1 . 5; 
Tcl = 627; %Critical Temperature (K) 
Tc2 = 632 ; 
Pc1 :: 39.8; %Critical Pressure (bar) 
Pc2 =31 . 6; 
% Calculation of Vapour Pressure (A, B, C constants for Antoine 
Equation) 
A2 = 7.6; 
B2 2000; 
C2 :: -186.3; 
Al 7.7; 
B1 = 1999.98; 
Cl -177.3; 
Plsat = exp o ((A1-(B1./(C1+(T»)}); % Vapour pressure (bar) 
P2sat :: expo ((A2- (B2.1 (C2+ (T»»); 
t Calculation of non-polar acc ent r ic f actor 
RI :: 3.60998; %Mean Radius of Gyration (Prausni tz. et al. [198011 
R2 :: 3.762; 
wprime1 = 0.006026 *R1 T 0.02096 ~ Rl~2 - O.001366~Rl~3; 
~~rime2 :: 0.006026 *R2 .;. O . 02096·R2~2 - O . 001366 · R2~3; 
wprime12: 0.5 * (wprime1 .;. wprime2); 
It Prime Holecular size parameter for pure polar and associating pairs 
sig1prime:: (2 . 44 - wprime1) " (l.Ol33 ~ Tcl/Pcl)~(l/3); 
sig2prime:: (2 . 4~ - wprime21~(l.Ol33 * Tc2/Pc2)~(l/3); 
%Ca lculation of Prime Characteristic Energy(e/k :: ek) '-pure component 
parameters 
n1 = 4.5; %Association parameter (Prausnitz et al . [1980» 
n2 = 4.5; 
ekprimel :: Tc1· (0.748 + 0 . 9l 4 ~~rimel - 0.4 · n1/(2 .;. 20'~~rimel»; 
ekprime2 :: Tc2 * (O.748 .;. 0 . 9l ·wprime2 - O. 4 *n2/{2 .;. 20 · .... "?rime2»; 
% Calculation of angle averaged polar ef f ect for component 1 
if mul < 1.45 
etl = 0 ; 
e l se 
e tl = 1 . 794le7 · mu1~ 4 /( (2.882 - 1 . 882 · wprim~1/{O.03 




, Calculation of angle a v eraged polar effect for component 2 
if mu2 < 1 . 45 
et2== 0; 
else 
et2 = 1.794le7 * mu2~4/( (2.882 - 1 . 882*wprime2/(0 . 03 + 
wprime2» ~ Tc2 ~ sig2prime"'6 ~ ekprime2) 
end 
%Calculation of Characteristic Energy (elk = ek)-pure component 
parameters 
cll :::: (16 ... 400~wprimel) I (10 ... 400 · ... !primel); 
cl2 (16 T 400 "' \oJprime2) I (10 + 400'wprime2): 
ekl:: ekprimel ~ (l etl ~' cll ~ (l - etl " (l + cll)"0.5») 
ek2:= ekprime2 " (1 - et2~c12 " (1 - et2 ~ (1 + c12)·0.5); 
% Calculation of free contribut i ons (nonpolar(Bfnp)& polar(Bfp» to 
second virial coefficient . 
c2l :::: 3/(10 + 400 ~ wprimel) : 
c22 = 3/(10 + 400"wpr i me2); 
sigl '" siglprime"(l + etl ~ c2l)"{1/3}: 
sig2 = sig2prime*(1 ~ et2 " c22)"{1/3} ; %Molecular size parameter for 
pure polar and associating 
1; pairs (A) 
mulr = 7243.S " mul"'2/(ekl " sigl"'3); 
mu2r E 7243.S - mu2"2/(ek2 " sig2"'3): 
if mulr < 0 . 04 
%Reduced dipole moment tDebye) 
mulrprime = mulr ; 
elseif mulr > 0.25 
mulrprime 
else 
mulr - 0.25;. 
mulrprime 0; 
end 
if mu2r < 0 . 04 
mu2rprime = mulr; 
elseif mu2r > 0 . 25 
mu2rprime "" mu2r 
else 
mu2rprime :::: 0; 
end 
0.25; 
t Calculation of equivalent hard sphere volume of molecules (cm"3/mol) 
bel 1.26l8~ ~ sigl"3; 
bo2 = 1.261B4"sig2"'3; 
tCalculation of reduced temperature (K) 
Trl = l . /(ekl./T - 1.6 ~ "'!primel) ; 
Tr2 = 1 . 1 (ek2 . /T - 1 . 6 "wprime2) ; 
tCalculation of Bf n p 
Bl l fnp = bol. " (0 . 94 -
B22fnp,: bo2. · (O.94 
%Calculation of bfp 
(1.47 . /Trl) 
(1. 4 7./Tr2) 
(0.B5 . /Trl."'2J + 
(0.BS . /Tr2."'2) + 
(1.01S . /Trl."'3» ; 
(I.015 . /Tr2."'3) ; 
Bllfp -bol .* mulrprime. - (0.75 - 3 . /Trl + 2 . 1 . /Trl . "'2 + 2 . l . /Trl . "'3); 
B22fp"" -bo2 .- mu2rprime . " (0 . 75- 3 . /Tr.2 T 2 .1. /T r 2 . "2 + 2.l . /Tr2 . "3); 
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~ Calculation of free contributions 
B1f :: Bllfnp + Sllfp; 
B2f :: S22fnp + S22fp ; 
% Calculation of true fugacity coefficient 
truephi1 :: exp o «P . -B1f). / (R. ~ T» 
truephi2 :: expo «P. " S2f). / (R . "T » 
%Calculation of Cross parameters 
ek12prime '" 0 .7" (ekl ~ ek2)"(1/2) + O. 6/(1/ek1 + 1/ek2); 
cl12prime:: (16 + 400·wprime12)/(10 + 400 " wprime12); 
sig12prime :: (si91 " si92)"0 . S; % molecular size-Cross pa~ameter ' 
if mul >'" 2 & mu2 "'= 0 
et12prime :: 
(mul"2 * (ek2) .... 2/3 · (si92) "4) / «ekI2prime) ' (sig12prime) "'6); 
elseif mu2 >= 2 & mul ::= 0 




c212prime '" 3/ (10 + 4 00 ~ wprime12); 
sig12 '" sigl2prime " (I - ecI2prime"c212prime)"(1/3) 
ek12 = ek I2prime "(1 + eC12prime ~ cI12prime) 
mu12r = 7243.8 " mul " mu2/(ekI2 · sigI2"'3); 
if mul2r < 0.0 4 
mul2rprime = mu l2 r; 
elseif mu12r >= 0 .2 S 
mu12rprime :: mu12r - 0.2S; 
else 
mu12rprime :. 0; 
end 
Tr12 = 1./(ek12./T - 1 . 6 "wprime1 2) ; 
bo12 = 1.26184 " si91 2"3 ; 
B12fnp = bo12. " (0.94 - 1.47./Tr12 - 0 .8 S./Tr12 . .... 2 .. 1.0:S./Tr12."3); 
B12fp = -boI2."mu12rprime." (0 .7S - 3./TrI2 .. 2 .1. /TrI2 . ... 2 + 
2.1. /Tr12 . "3) ; 
S12f :: B12fnp + 812fp; 
%Ca1culation of effective entha1py of f ormation of physically bound 
pairs (ergs/molecule) 
dHI = 1 . 99 + O . 2 'mu1 r"2; 
dH2 :: 1.99 .. O . 2 'mu2r"2; 
dHl2 :: 1.99 + O.2 .. mu12r .... 2; 
LI = - 0.3 - D.OS · mulr; 
L2 :. -0.3 - D.DS ' mu2r; 




= bol " Ll " exp(dHl . /{T/ekl»; %cm"3/mol 
bo2 " L2 " exp(dH2 . /(T/ek2») ; 
:: bo12-A12"exp(dH12./(T/ek12)); 
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%Calculat i on of Schemical (Bc) 
n12 :4 . 5; % association parameter (Prausnitz et al . [1980]) . 
if nl < 4 . 5 
El = expo (nl ~ (650/(ekl + 300) - 4.27»; 
else 
El = e x po (n1*(42800/(ekl + 22400) - 4.27» 
end 
if n2 < 4 . 5 
E2 = expo (n2 ~ (6501 (ek2 + 300) - 4 .27»; 
else 
E2 e x p. (n2 " (42800/(ek2 + Z2400) - 4. 27»; 
end 
if n12 < 4. 5 
El2 ::::l expo (n12 " (650/(ekI2 + 300) - 4.27»; 
else 
E12 '" expo (n12 *(4 2800/{ek12 + 22400) - 4.27» 
End 
Bllc = bol " E1 ' (1 - expo (l500 · n1./T» ; %cm .... 3/mol 
B22c boZ " E2 ' (1 - e x p o (1500"-nZ . /T» 
B12c bo12 "- E12' (1 - e x po (l500 ~ n12 . /T) 







% Calculation of equil i brium constants (Ki) 
Kl = -Blldimerized./(R ."T ); 
K2 = -B22dimeri zed. /(R. *T); 
Kl 2 '" -2 * B12dimerized./(R. *T) 
%Experimental data required 




T = 273 .l 5·f"[122.l 147, 121. 0 4 05 , 119.4393, 11 5 . 9127, 114.1696, 112.7438, 
111.778] ; 
%Vapou~ mole fraction 
vI s:: ( 0.05097, 0 . 114251. 0.264827. 0 . 612579.0.759547, 0.856703 , 
0 . 925419 1 
v2 '" I-vI; 
% Calculation of yi(apparent mole fraction) and zi(true mol e fraction) 
Bl 2dimeri z ed = -K12 .*R."T /2 ; , viria1 coef f icient for d~merized 
molecules 
Slldimeri z ed = -(Kl. · R. - T)/1; 
B22dimerized -(K2. *R.*T)/l; 
Cl2 z:: -(2 . · B12dimerized) .... (P./(R ... T) . .. exp.«(P./(R. "' T». · {Blf+B2f-
B12 f) ) ; 
Cl1 = -(l .· Blldimerized) . ... (P./(R ... T»)."exp.{(P./(R. *T». · (Blf »; 
C22 .. -(I . " S22dimerized). ·(P. /(R. " T».*exp.«P./(R. *T». " (Blf» ; 
C2l = C12 ; 
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Plm = (-l + (1+{4 .* KI. * Plsat» . ... 0.5) ./(2. - K1) 
apparent dimerization 
P2m = ( -1 + (1+(4 . * K2 . * P2sat» . "0 . 5J./(2. *K2) 
if CIl < = 0.5 & C12 <= 0.5 
zl = vI 
z2 '" v2 
elseif C12 > 0 . 5 & v I > 0.5 
% vapor pressure for 
z2 = v2 . * (I+(C12 . " vll) . "-l; 
zl = vI . " (1+(C12. · z2)) .... -1; 







z1 = v l. - (I + (C12 ." v2») . "-I; 
z2:: v2 .' (I+(C12 ." zl») . "-I ; 
: C12 . *zl . "' z2 ; 
: Cll . ... z l . ... zl; 
: C22 . · z2 . ... z2; 
: z12 ; 
gammal = z11 + z11 + z2l; 
gamrna2 ;: z 21 + z22 + z 22; 
% change equation for suite 
zlr :z::: (vl. * (l + (O . S. " ganunall + (0 . S . " gamma2)) . /(l+(2 . · Cl1. * zll ... 
(C21 ." z2») ; 
z2r = (v2 . - (1 + (O . S. ~ gammal) + (0 . S . .. gamrna2)) . /(1+(2. "' C22 .... z2) + 
(C21. "zl » ; 
error1 ;: abs( z lr- z l) ; 
e rror2 E a bs( z 2r- z 2) ; 
while any(abs( e rrorl ) >0 . 0001 & abs(error2) > 0 . 0001) 
z l ;: z lr; 
z2 = z2r; 
z12 : e12 . - z l ." z 2 ; 
zll : Cll. "'z l .·zl; 
z22 : C22 . · z2. · z2; 
z21 : z 12 ; 
ganunal = zll + zll + z21; 
gamma2 = z2l + z 22 + z22 ; 
zlr'" (vl. '" (1 + (0 . 5 . '* gamma11 + ( 0.5. '" g a mma2»)) . /(l"'(2 .'" C11. · zl) + 
(C2l. '" z2)) ; 
z2r'" (v 2. ' (1 + (O . S. " g amma1) + (0.5 .'" g a mma2)) . /(1+(2. · C22. " z2) + 
(e2l. · zl»; 
errorl ;: zlr-zl ; 
error2 ;: z2r-z2 ; 
end 
t Calculation of fugacity coefficient 
phil zlr . ' cru eph il./vl; 
phi2 = z2r . ' cru eph i2./v2 ; 
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B.3 The UNIFAC method 
For a binary system (1)-(2), the activity coefficient is de termined as the su m of a res idual and 
combinatorial activity coefficient : 
where the combinatorial term is expressed as foll ows: 
Iny~ 
The q. cl), 8, and I values are calcu lated as follows: 
cl> , 
_ 1;..\", 






( 8 -2 1 ) 
Z = 10. and the Rk and QI. values are group contribution values derived from lite rature tab les 
(Frcdcns lund et "I ( 1977] and Raa l & Miihlbauer. ( 1998]) . 
Thl! res idual activ ity coeff icient is calculated from equa tion (B-2 1 ): 
InY,N = L v!') (ln r l-lnr:") (8-2 1 ) , 
where both r
l 
(contribut ion of solu te group in thl! so lution) and r: il (co n tri but ion o f solute 
g roups in the pure-component e nvironment) are calculated from equation (B·22): 
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In r = Q (I-In('" e '" )- '" e",'I', ," J I.. I., ~ ",'f'",1., ~"" e 
'" '" ~ "VI" ... 
" 
( 8 -23) 
and e,x 11' values arc calculat ed as fo ll ows: 
e = Q",X", 
'" "' Q X 




1'"", = ex p (t/,,,,, IT) (8-26) 
a",,, is a g ro up interac tion parameter obtained from literature tab les (Frcde nsl und et a1. [1977) and 
Raal & Miihlbaucr 11998]). 
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B.4 Calibration Curves 
Calibration curves ror the pressure transducer, temperature sensor and gas chrom<llographs were 
required to obtain actual readings. 
B.4.1 Pressure C~,libration 
1200 
1000 
P .< ,~.,= 1.lS02 (P'Ud) - 9.9965 
-=- 800 " ~
E 




0 ' 00 200 300 '00 500 600 700 600 900 
P ,.ad (mbar) 
Figure B-1: C .. 1ihration curve for the Fisher pressure transducer 
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0.4.3 GC calibration curves 
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Figure 8·4: G as chromatograph (Shimadzu) calibration for C)'clohcxanc (1) + elhanol (2 ) 
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2.5 Slope", 0 .9879 F~F 1 = 1/ 1.1137 
2 
N 1.5 ,; 
~ 
"" 1 • 
0.5 · 
0 
0 0.5 1 2 2.5 
Figure U-S: G:IS chromatograph (V<lrian 3000) ca libration for pl·op ionic acid (I ) + hutyric 
acid (2 ) 
1.2 ,------------------------------------------------------------, 
Slope = 1.0087 F,/F2 ::: 1/0.991375 
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Figure B-6: G~.s chromatograph (Varian 3000) c~llibration for propionic acid (1 ) + butyric 
acid (2 ) 
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Figure B-7: Gas chromatograph (Vonian 3000) calibnlt ion for butyric acid (1 ) + isovalcric 
.. cid (2) 
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Fig ure U-9: Gas chromatograph (Varian 3000) calibration for butyric acid ( 1) + hexanoi c 
acid (2 ) 
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Figure 0-10: Gas chromatograph (V.,rinn 3000) c.llibration for bul)'ric acid (I ) + hcxlmoic 
ac id (2) 
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B.S Thermodynamic consistency tests 
The rmodynamic cons is te ncy tests are based o n the Gibbs-Duhem equation: 
V F. l-/ F. 
"C'" xd In y. = --dP ---~ dT 
~ , ' RT RT-
(8-27) 
Fo r a system [0 be thermodynamica ll y consiste nt the VLE clatil must sal i ... fy the Gibbs-Duhcm 
equa ti o n. In thi s project the Direct tes t pro posed by Van Ness [1995 J \\as used . The lest is 
formulated as fo ll o ws : 
The a cti vi ty coeffic ie nt is related 10 the excess Gibbs e nergy (GI.) as: 
GE 
- = "" xlny RT ~ , , 
For a binary :-.y:-. tern Equation (8 -28) becomes: 
J.! ' = x, In y; + x 2 In y; 
(8 -28) 
( 8 -29) 
In the above equati on g = G E/RT and the nsteri sk de no tes e xperime ntal va lues . 
Diffe rentinti OIl o f Equation (8-29) yie lds: 
dr.:· y ' d ln y,' d lIl Y~ 
-·-= In--';- +t:+ x, -''-:';:--'..L+ X 2 --€ 
dx , Y 2 dx, dx, 
when.:. fo r isothe rmal data. 
or, for isobaric data. 
V C dP 
£ = ----
RT d.\"e 
_ l-/ I dT 
£ =---
RT2 dx , 
(8-30) 
( B ·3 1) 
( 8-32) 
At thi:-. point an equat io n inter-re lating the excess th ermodynami c pro pe rti e ... (G E, V E, and H E) a s 
de ri ved by Van Ne:-. ... [1959] i ... introdu ced: 
d 11 -- = --dP---.. dT + Inydn [ ( G'-)] nV' nH E 2: RT RT RT - ' , 
Applying equallon ( B-33) to one mole o f a liquid phase containing s pc-c ies 
e quati o n rcsult:-. (written fo r only isothe rmal o r onl y i ... oba ric data): 
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and 2. th e follow ing 
(8·34) 
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By !'ubt r;,c tin g equati on (8 -30) from eq uation ( 8 -34). the fo ll owin g equa ti on is obtained: 
dg _ dg ' =lnll.- ln y!: -[Xl dlny; +X2 dlny; E] 
dx, dx , Y2 Y2 dX1 dx, 
In te rms of rcsiduals. thi s equati o n becomes: 
(8 -35) 
( B-36) 
If a data set. either isothe rmal or isoba ric is reduced wit h 2, (8g)2 as th e objec tive function. th en 
d ( 8 g )Idx! is effec ti ve ly ze ro, and 
8 In 1l. =x1 
dlny; +X2 dln Y:_E 
Y2 dx, dx , 
(8-37) 
Accord ing to the Gibbs·Duhem equati on , the right-hand !'i cle of equat ion (B-:n) !,hould be zc ro 
for consiste nt data . The residual o n the le ft is therefore a direct measure of deviation!' from the 
Gibbs-Duhem equati o n. The extent to which va lues o f thi s res id ua l filii to scatte r about zero 
measu res th e departure o f th e dat a fro m th ermodynamic consistency. Thus th e appli cati on of Illi s 
test in volves two bas ic steps. Fi rst the VLE da ta are reduced ll si ng 2, ( 8 g)2 as the objec tive 
fu nc ti on and second th e res idual 8 1n (yJyJ is dete rmined. Van Ness [19951 deve loped a 
consis tency indt'x [T"ble 8-11 based on the root-mean sq ll art' ( RMS ) "a llle of 8 1n (Y'/Y2)' 
whic h begins;:1t OIlL' for hi ghl y consistent data and ends at ten for data of ve ry poor quality. T his 
rep laces the totally inadcquntc .. + /-" or "yes/no" designation preselllly em ployed by o the r tes ts 
to charac te rise the con!'iste ncy of a data set. 
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APPEND IX B 
Tahle 8 -1: C onsis tency index ror d irect tc...;;t or Van Ness 11995J 
Index RM S oln (y1/Yl) Comments 
I >0 ::;0.025 excell ent 
2 >0.025 ::;0.050 very good 
:1 >0.050 ::;0.075 good 
4 >0.075 ::;0.100 ~atisfac t o ry 
5 >0. 100 ::;0. 125 poor 
6 >0.125 ::;0.150 vc ry poor 
7 >0. 150 ::;0. 175 inconsistent dat a 
8 >0. 175 ';0.200 inconsistent data 
9 >0.200 ::;0.22 5 in con si~ t cn l data 
I() >0.225 incons istent data 
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C. l Capital C ost Estimation 
C. 1. 1. Equipment Costs 
- Weight o f T ower ns calculated by met hod suggeste d by Kisler [1992] = )175 kg 
- Arc:! of Rc bo il er ca lcu lated by me th od sugges ted by Sinnot [1993] = 3.44 m~ 
- Area of Condense r calcu lated by method suggested by Si nn ot r 1993J := 1.66 m~ 
- Es timrtted capaci ty of C rys ta lli ze r = 3 .00 m~ 
T a hl c C -l : Costing for E quipme nt obtained us ing publis h ed equipm en t d a ta. 
It e m 
- Continuos Distillati o n Column 
Cos t of stainless steet tower, Timmerhaus el <11 [198 1] 
(excluding t rays + connect ions) 
Cost or sta inless stee l tower by corre lation Mule l el at [ 1981 J 
(excluding t rays + connections) 
Cos t of 25 s t ai nlc~s s tee l trays, Timmerhaus et al [ 198 1] 
Cos t of 25 s tainless s tee l trays by co rre lati o n Mulet et all J 981] 
Cos t for reboiler w ith above are;.}, Timmerhaus e t al [1 98 1] 
Cost for conde nse r with above area. Timme rhaus e t al [ 198 I] 
Total Cost for Di st illat ion Column (i ncludi ng rebo il er and Condenser) 
. B 'll c h C r ystnllizcr 
Cost of Steel Crystalllzer. TimmcrhallS c t a l [1981] (x2) 
T o tal E quipm en t C os ts ! 19791 
-Conversion to Present Day Value 
1979 Cost index ( I SI quart er). C hemica l Eng ineerin g [1979] 
2001 Cost index ( I st quarter). Chemical Engineering [200 J] 














R J ,524,0 64.45 
APPENDIX C 
C.1.2. Fixed Capital Investment Costs 
Table C·2: Est imation or Fixed Cnpitallnvcs tlll cnt as sugges ted by Timmerhaus ct al [1980] 
Item % of Costs 
Total 
Di rect Costs 
Purchased Equipment 28 R 1,524,064.4."i 
Purchased Equipment Installati on II R 594,385.14 
Instrumentation + Contro ls( lnstalled) 4 R 198,128.38 
Piping (Installed) 9 R 472.459.98 
E lec tri cal ( Install ed) II R 609,625.78 
Service Facilitic:- 6 R 304,812.89 
Total D irect Co:-.ts R 3.70~.476.62 
Indirect Costs 
Engi neering and Supervision 8 R 457,2 19.34 
Total Direct Cost" + Indirect Costs R 4.160.695.95 
Contingcncy Cost. ... 8 R 4 16,069.60 
Fixcd Capit;JI In vestment R 4.576,765.55 
Working Capi tal 15 R 823.817.80 
Total Capital Investmcnt R 5 ,400,583.35 
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C.2 Operating Cost Estimation 
Table C-3: Es tim ation of Operating CoSL<; as s ugges ted by nrennen 11998] 
Products Butyric Acid :l1ld l ~obutyric Acid 
Plant C:lp:'Lc ity \/yr. 10000 
Total fixed Capital R 5,400.583.35 
Product selling price 
OUlyri c Acid Rh R 7,260.00 
Isohutyric Acid RII A 12,400.00 
Produc tion Costs 
Rnw!\lntcri:lIs Unit usagc unitlyT. '" Unit Costs Rlunit ..... 
0 0 
Utilili cs Unit usnge. unil/yT. Un it Costs ,R/unit 
• 
Stcam 27512 15.1 
Electricity 19651:\2 0.21 
Cooling \Vnter 222294413 0.0006 
Tota l Util i ti es Cost 
Lnbou r Number Sahtry. Rlyr. 
Operators 2 100000 
General Labour 4 60000 
Ins ur:lnce 
( I !if of fixed capit:l l) 
Non -!\'Illllufac turing Costs 
A iJmillistnlli on (i ncludes packnging) 
(3% of production costs) 
Sellin~ Ex pe nses 
( I09i of production Costs) 
To t:l l Opcnlting Cos ts 
• Calculmcd from energy balances obta m ed by H ysys slnmlm lOns 












R I ,698,54(i,S I 
APPENDIX C 
C .3 Evaluation of Project Profitability 
T:l ble C -4: C ash F low S tatement 
Code Item I Time (yr.) 0 I 2 ~ 
A Capital l nvesl menl -4.576.765 .55 
" Working Capital -823.8 17.80 C Sales I 47,640.000.00 47.6--l0,000.OO 47.640.000.00 
0 Operating COSIS 2 1.698 ,546 .51 1.698,546.5 1 1.698.546.5 r 
E = C·I) Net Inco me befo re Tnx 45,9--l1.453.49 45,9--l 1.453.49 45,941.453.49 
F Tax A llownllees 1,601.867.94 1,373.029.66 1.144. 191 .39 
G = c-F Taxable inco mc 44,339.585.54 44.568,423.R2 44,797,262.10 
H Inco me Tax @ 35% p.a. -15.5 18.854.94 - 15.598,948.34 - 15.679 ,041.73 
I =0.35 (F-E) Tax saved on cxcess allow 0.00 
J =E+ H+ I Net Inco me after lax 30.422.598.55 30.3--l2,505.IS 30,262.4 11.75 
K= A+I3+J Net Cash Flow -5,400.583.35 30.422.598.55 30.342,505.15 30,262.41 1.75 
. rBb lc C -4 ... con tlllued 
Code h e m I Time (VL) 4 5 
1\ Capil:'! l In\'c!<;[mCnl 
B Work ing Capital 
C Sales 47.640,000.00 47.640 .000.00 
0 Operatin~ Cosu-. 1,698.546.51 1.698.546.5 I 
E= C-O Ne! Income heron.: T ax 45,941,453.49 45.9-l1.453.49 
F Ta x Allowanccs 
G = E-P Tax able incomc 45,941,453.49 45,941.453.49 
H Income Tax @ 35 ck p.lI. - 16.079.508.72 -16,079.508.72 
I =O.35( F-E) Tax ~;\\"ed on excess allow 
J = E+I-I+I Net Incomc llfler lax 29,861,944 .77 29,861.9--l4 .77 
K = A+I3+J Net Cash Flo\\ 29.86 1.944.77 29.86 I ,9--l--l.77 
P~H'back Pe r iod 0. 18 
Notes 
I . Sa l!.!:-. d e termined at 809£0 ext ractable voll1 me. 4 % infl ation rate used t("l account for c hanges in 
~e lling pri cc. 
2. Operatin g Costs a s determined in Table C -3. 3% internal innatio n rat.;' uscd to account for 
changes over fivc ycar period. 
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